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FRONT COVER CHALLENGE
ell SEBRAMAN flying
through the air over
Bayswater on the cover
of our last issue really
went down very well. It was the talk of
the town, resulting in many hours of
soul searching, asking ourselves "What
can we come up with to beat it?"
We toyed with Batman & Robin,
Spiderman and even The Joker but
our Editor came up trumps. This time
we have a great cover recognising the
imagination of our local schoolchildren.
Maybe one day another David Hockney
will come from Bayswater!

OUR THREE LEADING LADIES
Congratulations to Karen Buck MP for
being re-elected again for Westminster
North and to Nickie Aiken for winning
the Cities of London and Westminster
constituency at the General Election last
year - it already seems a long time ago.

Leading Ladies: Nickie Aiken MP, Rachel Robathan WCC Leader and Karen Buck MP.

HEATHROW LATEST NEWS
We can never be a newspaper but we do
our best to be as up to date as possible
in every issue.
This time round, as we were ready to go
to print, news broke of the High Court
bombshell decision on the future of the
third runway at Heathrow.

Following Nickie's success there was a
change at the top of Westminster City
Council and in January, Councillor Rachel
Robathan became the new Leader.

Luckily, with some last-minute effort, we
created space to include comment on
the story from PRACT Secretary John
Walton. You will find that article after
our two page spread on the subject of
Heathrow's proposed expansion.

It is interesting to note that Rachel's
selection made it three times in a row for
the Council to have a female Leader!

BEGGING, HOMELESSNESS
AND ROUGH SLEEPING

We wish them all the very best of success
battling important issues on our behalf
and we look forward to working closely
with them during the coming years.
In our magazine we feature double page
articles from all three leading ladies.

PLANNING AND LICENSING
QUEENSWAY SOUTH PROPOSALS
WHITELEYS PLANNING UPDATE
123 BAYSWATER ROAD
LICENSING SEBRALAND
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132
134
135

CLIMATE CHANGE - TOO
LITTLE TOO LATE?
This issue is packed with items from the
"Save the Planet" and "Don't Be Idle"
campaigns to Heathrow expansion plans.
The subject will no doubt feature in
every issue to come but is it all too little
and too late?

Homelessness and rough sleeping are
also still a major problem in the area.
Our picture shows one example of the
extent of the problem, a daughter and
her elderly mother camped out again in
front of Nesbits in Bishops Bridge Road.
They are situated under the canopy
of the luxury block of apartments
(200 Queensway) where many of the
apartments stand empty.
Each case of homelessness is sad and
there are no easy answers, but without
the necessary resources and initiatives
from central Government, the problem
is not going away.

HELP WANTED!
We are still looking for volunteers to
assist with the running of SEBRA and
to join our Committee. In particular we
need a Membership Secretary, so please
do contact me if you can help.
That's all for "From the Chairman", for
this edition, I hope you enjoy reading
the rest of the magazine.

Homeless people back outside Nesbits.
Begging is still a major problem in
Queensway (and to a lesser extent in
Westbourne Grove and Praed Street),
but despite the combined efforts of the
Police and the Council, the situation if
anything seems to be getting worse.
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SAFETY VALVE
"Letting off Steam"
"Mayflower" B1 class locomotive, built
in 1948 by the North British Locomotive Company. It is pictured here in the
Surrey Hills on its way to Bath.

Safety Valve
A 'FAKE' STEAM ENGINE

Christopher Tanous (Editor SEBRA NEWS from 2003 to 2016)
Ilminster, Somerset

T

The loco shown was not built at
Swindon in 1934, as the caption says it
was; it is not a ‘proper’ ex-GWR engine
at all. It was in fact constructed in this
century by the West Somerset Railway
(WSR) - a prominent 'heritage' line - as
a working memorial to the GWR 4300
Class 2-6-0s, nicknamed ‘Moguls’ after
the name used for such engines in
the USA, where their widespread use
inspired the GWR to start building a
new type of that pattern in the early
years of the 20th century.
You were misled by the unofficial
website 'wsr.org.uk' - from which you
quoted. Its badly-written page (no longer
available) only partly disclosed the real
origins of this loco, whereas the page
from the 'official' railway website (see:
bit.ly/sebra1007) does explain correctly
that the engine shown in your photo was
constructed (some ‘pure’ enthusiasts
might say ‘cobbled together’) from parts
of a genuine ex-GWR tank loco of a
completely different type, which was
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The GWR Moguls were very successful,
and eventually no less than 342
examples were constructed between
1911 and 1932. Many ran in the
ownership of the Western Region of
British Railways from 1948 until the
mid 1960s. Originally built under the
supervision of the famous George
Jackson Churchward, Chief Mechanical
Engineer of the GWR from 1902 to
1922, the 4300 type was very much
based on standard parts. The initial
concept was produced by Henry
Holcroft, then a former engineering
apprentice working at Swindon Works
(the GWR's loco factory and centre of
excellence from the days of Brunel until
recent years). This type of engine was so
useful that many more were produced,

Chair, Queensway
Residents' Association

I

have seen this rather expensive
vehicle parked illegally many times,
often by the Arro coffee shop in
Bishop's Bridge Road and also in the
caged area for buses only.

Does the car's owner perhaps know
something about parking regulations in
Bayswater that we don't?

The "Golden Age" of rail travel is perhaps personified by the steam locomotive, so we thought we'd continue to
find new photographs for our Safety Valve section for each edition. The lovely new image above is courtesy of
the "Steam Dreams" company and she is most certainly letting off steam. That theme continues over the next few
pages where car parking, spa prices, telephone kiosks, dangerous bridges and more feature in letters from our
members. We begin though with an interesting piece of correspondence from a former editor of this magazine...

built in 1934. The new loco's running
number (9351) was never carried by
a genuine GWR Mogul; It is in fact an
'anagram' of the number of the real loco
(5193) of which several parts were used
in the ‘reconstruction’. The date of the
current engine's completion is missing
from the website entry, which did
perhaps mean to admit the fakery but
which has been published with the word
‘DATE’ (sic) included in the correct place
but not completed. It should read ‘2005'.

Billy Kennedy

There have been other instances too of
expensive cars seemingly ignoring the
parking regulations that the rest of us
have to abide by. I have yet to see it with
a parking ticket on the windscreen.

Photograph by kind permission
of www.steamdreams.co.uk

he excellent header photo
of a steam loco on page 4 of
the Autumn 2019 edition of
SEBRA NEWS W2 showed a
modern 'fake' in the guise of an ex-Great
Western Railway 2-6-0 tender engine.

SUPERCAR BUT NOT SUPER PARKING

the final twenty (somewhat modified,
with a larger cab and with numbers
9300 to 9319) were built in 1932
under the direction of Charles Collett,
Churchward's successor from 1922,
who is wrongly credited on the website
as their designer. The WSR's No 9351
replicates that variant.
Only two ex-GWR Moguls were
acquired by enthusiasts when they
were withdrawn from service by British
Railways - one is on static display, and
the other is now in storage at the Severn
Valley Railway (the engine was originally
restored to working order, as were the
very many ‘preserved’ ex-GWR locos
now running in this country). The WSR
decided to create another one in 2001;
this is now happening quite often in the
field of ‘heritage’ railways. There are at
least three other examples, all facsimiles
of old designs which were not preserved.
One is the famous 'Tornado', now to be
seen on many of the country's main lines,
and completed in 2008 to a design from
the late 1940s. There are not all that
many of these modern 'clones' because
they are very expensive - 'Tornado'
cost more than £3 million to build from
scratch. At least two others of different
designs are being built as funds permit.

Response from Councillor Andrew Smith
I can report that the marshalls have ticketed the car in
question multiple times and have also spoken to the owner.
The marshalls thought that the issue had resolved itself given
that the car hadn’t been seen for some time. I have let them
know that it is back.

The team have been focusing on the area to make sure that
PCN’s are issued quickly. From the information that you have
given they will also write to the driver’s address.
Clamping is legally difficult these days, but it can be used in
cases where other enforcement has failed. I have asked the
team if we can do this.

MORE PARKING PROBLEMS BUT A GREAT OUTCOME?
Toni Borders

W

Cellbridge Mews, W2

hy doesn’t Westminster
City Council monitor
the parking situation
in Celbridge Mews,
even when reported through the WCC
‘Report an illegally parked vehicle’
website?
This mews is part of the Westminster
City Council public streetways, and to
that end is outlined by a yellow line, yet
it regularly gets parking law violators.
These violators block garages and
sometimes front doors. Occasionally the
problem is so severe that it looks like a
parking lot. This is a health and safety
issue as service vehicles such as fire,
police and ambulances would struggle
to enter and exit the mews if required.

Reporting the issue, however, seems to
have no effect. Having reported these
violators more than 15 times, it does not
appear a single one of these violators has
received a citation nor have the parking
enforcement officials come by to monitor
the situation with any regularity.
Is Cellbridge Mews not monitored?
I searched for the exact hours for which
the yellow line regulation applies in this
location but I was unable to find any
information.
Nominally yellow lines exclude parking
from 8.30am - 6.30pm according to the
Council website: bit.ly/sebra1014
There are no parking information signs
in the Mews but I have heard various
neighbours and violators comment that

Parking violations in Cellbridge Mews.
they are allowed to park from 6:30pm
during weekdays and are disallowed
from parking until 1:30pm on Saturday.

Response from Councillor Andrew Smith, Cabinet Member for Environment and Highways
I would like to thank SEBRA for raising this with me. I was
disappointed to hear of the frustrations suffered by residents
of Cellbridge Mews as this certainly is not the level of service
I expect to see delivered by the Council.

Following my highlighting this with them, Officers have
arranged for daily visits to recommence. Vehicles found
parked in contravention of the rules will initially receive a
Warning Notice to advise that this is not permitted.

I have spoken to Officers who have confirmed that Cellbridge
Mews is public highway and should be monitored and
enforced as per any other similar street in the area. For some
reason it appears this street had been flagged up as privately
maintained on our contractor’s systems and so was not on the
radar of the local Parking Marshalls.

After the first two weeks this will move to the issuing of
Penalty Charge Notices for improperly parked vehicles.
It is expected this will restore order for the residents of
Cellbridge Mews but Officers assure me they will keep
an eye on the location to ensure any necessary steps are
taken if required.
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AROUND BAYSWATER
Councillor Rachel Robathan
Leader, Westminster City Council

As you will note from our article on the opposite page, Westminster City Council
has a new leader. Councillor Rachel Robathan has taken over the role following her
predecessor Nickie Aiken's election to parliament.
We are very grateful to Councillor Robathan for taking the time to write her first
update for SEBRA NEWS W2 and we wish her the very best for her time in office.

COUNCIL LEADER'S UPDATE

Around Bayswater
Once again our Around Bayswater section stretches to well over 70 pages covering a very wide range of subjects.
Read some of the history of the A40 Westway, an interview with a much-loved street cleaner, a very interesting
"Then and Now" piece from Teresa Stokes and articles from regular contributors Bob Rogers and Andrew Beverley.
There are updates from Erith and Whiteleys, an interesting piece about Brunel's Bridge, news items from three
local churches and you will find a full report on the 2019 SEBRA AGM. We start though with news of a new
Westminster City Council Leader followed by her first article for the magazine.

NEW LEADER OF WESTMINSTER CITY COUNCIL
for the way ahead and I look forward to
working with her as our local MP.
“I’m honoured to have been elected as
the new Leader of Westminster City
Council. Westminster is a special place
at the heart of the capital, home to
250,000 residents and thousands of
businesses including the nation’s high
street, Oxford Street, and the wider West
End. But it also faces complex challenges
including climate change, air quality,
rough sleeping and affordable housing.

Rachel Robathan. The new Leader of
Westminster City Council.

C

ouncillor Rachael Robathan has
been formally elected as the
new Leader of Westminster
City Council following a
Full Council meeting this evening (22
January 2020).
Speaking at the meeting, Councillor
Robathan set out her immediate
priorities for the Council and city.
Leader Councillor Rachael Robathan said:
“I’d like to pay tribute to Councillor
Nickie Aiken, who as my predecessor has
made our City for All vision the road map
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“I’m determined to deliver at pace in
a fast-changing city. That means we
need to continue to drive forward our
City for All vision relentlessly and with
innovation. We need to be flexible,
using resources intelligently and be
unafraid of pushing forward new
technology to help the people we serve
and to improve lives.
“I’m looking forward to delivering
world-class housing for our residents,
tackling the climate emergency we face
and ensuring Oxford Street remains a
great place to live, work and visit in the
future. We can’t do this alone – so I’ll be
determined to work together with our
key partners including the public and
private sector such as the NHS, business
groups and police to achieve this.

“My passion for Westminster, my
experience in the private and voluntary
sectors, together with a decade as
a Councillor, means I’m ready to hit
the ground running to deliver for our
residents and maintain our reputation as
a Council which gets things done.”
Councillor Robathan succeeds Councillor
Nickie Aiken, who was elected in
December 2019 as the Member of
Parliament for Cities of London and
Westminster.
Since 2010, Councillor Robathan has
represented the Knightsbridge and
Belgravia Ward on the Council. During
that time, she has held senior Cabinet
Member posts with responsibility for
finance, property, housing and adult
services. Councillor Robathan has also
sat on the finance and children’s policy
and planning committees.
A mother of two, Councillor Robathan
has spent most of her career in business.
In addition, she is a trustee of the
Westminster Almhouses Foundation, a
charity which provides sheltered housing
to over 60s, and is a director of the Big
Lottery Fund.
The new Leader will confirm any changes
to the Cabinet in the coming weeks.

I

t is a pleasure to take over this
Leader column from my predecessor
and to update you on what we are
doing to improve the area.

Following my election in January as
the new Leader of the Council, I have
appointed a new cabinet and you
will see City Hall working at pace to
deliver a City for All.
There are three big priorities ahead.
First, climate change. The Council
declared a climate emergency last
autumn and my focus now is on
making sure that we deliver on
the pledge to be carbon neutral by
2040. You will see us taking strong
action to tackle poor air quality and
support biodiversity, backed by a new
£5m fund to support environmental
initiatives. A diesel surcharge, a
fast expanding network of electric
charging points and a clean air fund
for schools are part of that mix. This
is not just about making our City a
better place for us to live, but the
legacy of safeguarding it for future
generations.
Second, promoting our vibrant
communities. From Soho to Church
Street, our City plays host to many
backgrounds and traditions. Through
the West End our businesses drive
the UK economy while our major
estate regenerations are providing
modern affordable homes in the heart
of the capital. Our mission is to make
Westminster a great place to live
through those excellent value-for-money
services people expect - like clean
streets and regular rubbish collection
- but also our work connecting local
people with job opportunities and
bringing our teenagers into the job
market with the skills to succeed. The
chance to grow up in Westminster, live
here and find a job here all help maintain
our vibrant communities.

Airbnb - 300 breaches of letting rules are currently being investigated.
Third, Westminster is going to be a
smart city. What I mean by that is quite
simply becoming the best connected,
most technologically advanced city in
the world. New technologies offer the
potential to transform both homes and
businesses in our city, as well as how
our residents and businesses interact
with the Council and each other.
Installing smart technology in homes,
expanding Wi-Fi coverage and ensuring
wide access to super-fast broadband
are a key part of our plans. The needs
of our customers - those who live and
work here - will drive how we roll out
smarter technologies.
That’s the big picture. Now, onto the
update on ongoing local issues that I
know are of interest to SEBRA NEWS
W2 readers.

A

AIRBNB/SHORT TERM LETS
buse of the short-term
letting system continues to
be a major headache– and
we are acting on this.

We are currently investigating
around 300 breaches of letting
rules in Bayswater, Lancaster Gate

and Westbourne. Just over half of
those are for owners who abuse the
90-day limit on lets and effectively
turn their properties into long-stay
accommodation. The next biggest
category is waste. People letting short
term properties have access to the
same bin rooms and rubbish bins as
regular residents, but we know in
practice that thoughtless and antisocial dumping is a problem. Following
complaints from local Councillors,
Porchester Square and Gloucester
Terrace have been reported as a hot
spot for waste dumping and we have
served 80 properties with warning
letters for waste offences or suspected
abuse of short-term letting rules.
Be assured that when we have the
evidence, court action follows.

A

20 MPH ZONES
s you remember, the Council
trialled 39 20mph Zones
across Westminster in 2017
and, after widespread public
support, conducted a consultation on a
borough-wide 20 mph limit.
The final Cabinet member decision
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report on a borough-wide roll out will
be submitted to Councillor Andrew
Smith, who leads on environment and
highways, by the end of February.
If approved, work on further road
markings will take place in May.
This proposal is central to the City
Council’s ambition to develop a
cleaner, greener and safer city as it
will reduce the number of injuries on
our roads while encouraging more of
us to walk and cycle.

T

CITY PLAN
hrough the City Plan’s seven
core strategic objectives,
Westminster will remain a
world class global city. We
submitted our plan to the Secretary of
State in November 2019.

This followed an informal and statutory
consultation and approval by the
Council’s Cabinet and Full Council.
Two independent inspectors have
been appointed to examine the plan
and they control the timetable for
examination. Before the hearings
start, the inspectors go through an
information gathering phase and it
is normal practice to ask the local
authority for further evidence on
specific policies in the plan.

AROUND BAYSWATER

W

OXFORD STREET DISTRICT

e are working to
improve and futureproof the iconic Oxford
Street District to
strengthen its world-renowned status
as a great place to live, shop, work and
visit now and for future generations.
We continue to work in close
collaboration with residents, businesses
and landowners to develop these plans
further, including prioritising which
areas will be delivered first.

T

PUBLIC TOILETS

The Queensway public toilets will
be kept and will undergo substantial
infrastructure improvement works. The
Bayswater Road public convenience
has very low usage levels and the
Council is in discussions with Royal
Parks on the option of improving
provision within Kensington Gardens as
an alternative.
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O

Children from three local schools (listed in Teresa's
letter) were asked to submit artwork and from the many
paintings produced, John Zamit from SEBRA, Cherrie
O'Kane from Erith, and Councillors Margot Bright and
Susie Burbridge chose the pictures to be displayed.

Readers might like to know a bit of background to this
display, which we will keep brief to allow for more pictures!

Whiteleys provided the funding for what really is the best
free exhibition in Bayswater and many people have taken
the time to walk around the site and admire what the
children produced.

The project was the idea of Richard Shaw, Development
Director of interior design company Finchatton.

That's enough writing though, here is another selction of
great images, courtesy of some talented young artists.

n page 132 you'll read our "Star Letter", sent in
by Teresa Stokes and also a comment noting
how Teresa's letter provided the inspiration for
our cover.

daytime anti-social behaviour and
begging. The Park Lane encampment
–a feature of significant begging and
ASB around Bayswater – will continue
to be a focus of our activity. The
Council remains committed to helping
the genuinely needy and is continuing
to promote its Hidden Networks
campaign which encourages the
public to give to dedicated homeless
charities, rather than directly to
people on the streets.

Well with over forty paintings on display we thought we
would put together a page in the magazine showcasing a few
more examples of the wonderful imagery.

I

CHANGES TO THE CABINET
have refreshed my cabinet to give it
a new focus for the big City for All
activities ahead and I am looking
forward to working with them all to
ensure the city’s ongoing success.

T

The LGBC has accepted Westminster
City Council’s proposal to reduce
the number of Councillors from 60
to 54 – a total of 18 Wards with
three Councillors per Ward. Final
recommendations will be published
in March 2020, but any new electoral
arrangements for the Council won’t
come into effect before Council
elections in 2022. In the meantime,
if you want to look at the Boundary
Commission’s plans please visit:
bit.ly/sebra1013

COVER STORY - SCHOOLCHILDREN'S
ARTWORK AT WHITELEYS SITE

he Council is preparing to
tender for a new public
conveniences contract
to improve the quality of
services being provided.

BOUNDARY WARD CHANGES

he consultation process run
by the Local Government
Boundary Commission (LGBC)
closed in January and final
recommendations will be published on
5 May 2020.

Action is being taken on begging
and rough sleeping.

The Queensway public toilets will
undergo substantial improvements.

BEGGING AND ROUGH
SLEEPING

N

umbers of rough sleepers
around Bayswater remain
roughly static with four
people seen sleeping out in
the last count.
We now have the services of a sixstrong police team who are deployed
locally as part of our response to

The full list is on page 114 but let
me briefly mention new or returning
colleagues. Melvyn Caplan is Deputy
Leader and Cabinet Member for
Finance, Property and Regeneration
while Tim Mitchell remains as the other
Deputy Leader with responsibility for
Adult Social Care and Public Health.
Matthew Green joins to oversee
Business and Planning while David
Harvey becomes Cabinet Member for
Housing Services.
That’s it for now – but I will be back
for the next edition to ensure SEBRA
NEWS W2 readers are updated on our
work creating a City for All and the
issues that matter to you.
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EASTBOURNE TERRACE TO BE REOPENED FULLY AT LAST?
John Walton

A

Secretary, PRACT
lthough the opening of the
Elizabeth Line (Crossrail) will
not be until next year - or
possibly later, who knows? we have the good news that the surface
works for its station at Paddington, in the
area between Eastbourne Terrace and
the main-line Station, will be finished in
July this year.
This should include reinstating
Eastbourne Terrace as a road wider than
now (but not as wide as it was before),
available for all traffic. It will have bus
stops on both sides of the road and new
pedestrian crossings. There will be a
general tidying up and improvement of
the ‘streetscape’. Also, we understand
that people could then, once again, walk
into the main-line station from that side,
which has been closed for some ten years.

CLOSURE OF THE PRESENT
PRAED STREET ENTRANCE TO
THE BAKERLOO LINE
These changes also require closure of the
steps leading down from Praed Street to
the ticket hall for the Bakerloo Line. This
has already been done. The alternative
is to walk down the ramp, known as the
‘Arrivals Road’, that leads into the Station’s
concourse. Except at weekends, entrance
from there to the Bakerloo will be by
the steps leading down that are located
opposite Platform 12. At weekends and
off-peak weekday times, entrance can also
be by the escalators opposite Platforms
2 & 3. Exit to the street will be that way,
at all times. When the development is
finished, there will be a new entrance in
Praed Street, just to the East.

PRAED STREET AND
ACCESS BY ROAD TO
ST. MARY’S HOSPITAL
It is just as well that the buses going
towards the centre of town can then
stop once again in Eastbourne Terrace,
because in June or July this year the
present bus stop for the Station, in Praed
Street, is going to be moved about 100
metres further away. This is because
of construction of the huge building,
known before as the ‘Cube’ but now as
‘Paddington Square’, that will be going up
on the other side of the Station, on the
site of what used to be a main Royal Mail
sorting office.
Readers may recall our coverage of this
development in earlier issues of SEBRA
NEWS W2. At present it is still a building
site and completion won’t be until 2023.
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MEET EVERTON BROOKS,
ONE OF BAYSWATER’S
FAVOURITE STREET SWEEPERS
An Interview by Veolia
How long have you been working
for Veolia and how did you come
to be in the role?

The Praed Street entrance to the Bakerloo line has already been closed.
It will eventually much improve access
to both the main-line Station and the
Bakerloo Line. There will be an open area
between Praed Street and the Station,
requiring closure of the northern arm of
London Street, which leads towards St.
Mary’s Hospital. This will also happen
next summer, requiring its traffic to be
diverted this summer to a new road
located on the far side of the ‘Cube’
building.

TRAFFIC ORDER
To prepare for the diversion of traffic to
the new road, a draft Traffic Order was
put out for consultation late last year.
Our concern remains that the diversion
of traffic, including ambulances on
emergency calls, will add a lot to the
already traffic-congested Praed Street,
in the short section between the Station
and the entrance to the new road.
As mentioned above, the Traffic Order
addresses this problem by moving the
eastbound bus stop to beyond the
entrance to the new road. This means
that people walking along the pavement
on the north side of Praed Street, towards
the relocated bus stop, must cross the
entrance to the new road, where it leaves
or joins Praed Street.
In our comments we said we thought it
would be difficult and probably dangerous
for people to walk across this entrance,
in order to get to the relocated bus stop.
No traffic signals are proposed for this
junction, and vehicles turning into the
new road would be coming from behind
those walking to the bus stop and so
would not be visible to them. We asked
for new measures to protect pedestrians
at this crossing, such as a raised table for
the carriageway or an island in the middle
of the new road.
The Traffic Order also proposes the
banning of all or most deliveries to
premises in this short section of Praed
Street. Otherwise the road could
become blocked, delaying ambulances.

In our comments we expressed
concern about the need for rigorous
enforcement of these.
Another feature of the Traffic Order,
which we welcomed, was improvement
of the junction between Praed Street
and the other arm of London Street, that
leading towards Sussex Gardens, which
will remain. Much better for pedestrians,
including a wider pavement on the
North side of the junction, nearest to the
Station. Incidentally, this should shorten
the queue of the taxis which now wait
there to pick up (partially blocking the
road); perhaps it will get rid of them.
We have been told that a report on this
consultation will be completed shortly.

AREA-WIDE TRAFFIC STUDY
Further, an area-wide study of traffic
around the whole Paddington area is
now in progress. The impact of these
changes to Eastbourne Terrace and Praed
Street will be part of the study. It will also
include: the roads leading through the
residential Hyde Park Estate; journeys
to and from Paddington Station and St.
Mary’s Hospital, in general; access to
and from the elevated A40 (including
Westbourne and Gloucester Terraces;
and, at the area’s edges, Bayswater Road
from Marble Arch to Lancaster Gate,
Edgware Road between Harrow Road and
Marble Arch, and the two roundabouts in
Harrow Road.
There are two parts to the study. The
first was extensive data collection, for
instance where is the traffic going to and
coming from? What is its composition?
We hear that the report on this factual
bit is ready, and expect to see it in the
next few weeks. The second part is to
consider further options for improvement.
This is now being worked on by
external consultants and we and other
stakeholders will discuss the options
rather later, but hopefully in the Spring or
Summer this year. Watch this space!

I’ve been in the role for 13 years and
for over nine of those years I've been
covering Bayswater.
In 2008 my wife and I had just moved
from Jamaica to the UK. I was looking
for a job and she heard of a good
company called Veolia, so I looked into
it. Within weeks I started as a recycling
truck loader and then I became a
street sweeper in the Edgware Road
area, before I was moved to Bayswater.

Tell me about the work you do
day by day.
I look after about 15 streets, keeping
them clean and safe for residents.
The main roads I cover are Moscow
Road, Bishops Bridge Road, Lower
Queensway, and Palace Court. I
sweep the full length of all the streets
in my area every day, and report
other issues like fly tipping back to
the management team to arrange
collection.

What do you like best about
your job?
My favourite thing is the people. I see
smiles everywhere and people saying
‘Hello, Everton, how are you? We
were wondering if you were going to
pass our street today’ and I say ‘Don’t
worry. You know I’ll be here’. If they

Service with a smile - Everton Brooks.
have concerns they let me know too
and it makes me feel good to take care
of it for them.

which made me think ‘What have I
gotten myself into with this weather?’
(laughs)

I’m really going to feel sad when I
eventually retire. The residents joke
that they’ll have a party for me,
because I’ve been here for so long, I’m
like family. (smiles)

What environmental advice
would you give to SEBRA’s
readers and Westminster’s
residents?

What has been your most
memorable day on the job?
My favourite event that I work on
in Westminster is the Notting Hill
Carnival in Queensway. I love this
carnival more than anything - it is
part of the history of our trade. The
music of the carnival, the bass, the
jumping around, everybody is cheerful,
enjoying the atmosphere.
A lot of people come around and
dance, and they want me to dance with
them. People would come and hug
me, and this is the thing about this job
- if you’re friendly, you’ll get on with
people easily. And that is beautiful.

What’s the best advice you’ve
been given whilst working at
Veolia?
The best advice I’ve been given is
‘Everton, be strong, man. Just be
strong. You’re a good man.’

What is the biggest challenge
you encounter as you’re working?

"My favourite thing is the people,
I see smiles everywhere".

I think my biggest challenge is the rain,
but the job needs to be done, so I put
on my wet-weather gear and turn up
with a smile. I remember I had just
started work and it was a lot colder
than what I was used to from Jamaica,

I’d tell them to please dispose of
rubbish properly, don’t dump it on the
ground. I talk to people about this and
let them know where to put their waste.
Over time I’ve seen change and people
really care. I always try to help them
understand how they can take care of
the environment and recycle more.

Do you have a message for the
residents in your local area?
All I want to say to them is ‘Thank you.
Thank you very much for being so nice
and welcoming to me’. As I am getting
older, sometimes I don’t think I can
do it anymore. But my job keeps me
active and it makes me happy. I like
the people around me and it will be
hard for me to leave them.

What does Veolia mean to you?
It's been a long time I’ve been working
here and I am lucky to be a part of this
team, made of really good workers and
great managers that I know I can count
on. Veolia’s helped me to do so many
things and it’s helped me to grow. I’m
very attached to this company and to
my team. They can always call me and
say ‘Everton, can you help us at this
location?’ and I’ll always be ready.
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Bob ROGERS' CORNER

AND FINALLY...
BOX JUNCTION CAMERAS

The new benches in Kensington Gardens have now
appeared. Our Editor is seen here testing one out.

There will soon be cameras overlooking
the yellow box junctions in Bishops
Bridge Road which I hope will help with
traffic control and the whole area will
become a 20 mile per hour zone in the
very near future.

Bob Rogers is a bit of a SEBRA legend. He's been a member for many years and his
regular contributions to our magazine have covered a diverse range of subjects. A
keen railway enthusiast and most certainly an expert on the Buses of Bayswater,
Bob is also a regular at Speakers' Corner. With his trademark beret, he is instantly
recognisable in our particular part of London.
place, back and front, at least one
young male gained access to the
scaffolding and held the area to ransom
as he was threatening to jump. Despite
the aforementioned scaffolding and
the appearance of much remedial work
to the houses, their appearance never
seems to change, and one wonders
about the futility of maintenance which
appears subsequently not to have been
very effective.

The Queen Anne alcove in Kensington
Gardens. Now fully restored.

Perhaps the Council would like to
comment on this matter because it
must be very depressing living in this
part of Gloucester Terrace. It reflects
two worlds in Westminster.

W

hat follows is something
of a pot pourri of our
local living standards
in this neck of the
Westminster City Council area.

AN INTRIGUING ALCOVE
It’s good to see that the Queen Anne
alcove overlooking the Italian water
gardens in Kensington Gardens has
been suitably repaired and retains its
intriguing interest to passers-by from all
over the world.

WHERE ARE THE
NEW BENCHES?
end of Gloucester Terrace should have
had only one pair of hanging baskets,
leaving the area looking very drab.
Chairman's Note: Don't worry Bob, the
Council have now decided to continue to
fund the hanging baskets.)

TWO WORLDS IN
WESTMINSTER
Local people recall two or three incidents
in this area where with scaffolding in

Two or three years ago I recall two
benches in Kensington Gardens near
the Buckhill playground up the hill from
the water gardens towards Hyde Park.

perhaps we could see these benches
materialise for the benefit of all the
people walking in this area of the park.

the entrance to the District & Circle
underground. Prices are modest and
the staff very attentive and helpful.

A RECOMMENDATION
FOR DRY CLEANING

GOOD NEWS ON GRAFFITI

Talking about things looking good I
would like to suggest that our readers
might consider using Regent Dry
Cleaners for their clothes. This little
shop is to be found in Praed Street by

It’s good to record that the graffiti
people have left Westbourne Bridge
alone for several months now, and
although looking like a patchwork
quilt it does look better without all of
the graffiti.

Above and below. Traffic enforcement
cameras now installed at yellow box
junctions on Bishop's Bridge Road.

These were vandalised and the Friends
of Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens
undertook to replace the vandalised
benches. I recall they suggested they
would provide a total of six new
benches in Buckhill, but I don’t think
these have been forthcoming and

NO MORE FUNDS FOR
HANGING BASKETS
Sadly we are to see the end of the
hanging baskets in Gloucester Terrace
due to the withdrawal of funding, which
is a pity because they are an attraction
to any neighbourhood. It has always
puzzled me why the crescent or northern

Regent Dry Cleaners in Praed Street,
as recommended by Bob.

Scaffolding in Gloucester Terrace - reflecting
the "Two Worlds of Westminster".
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Beverley's
Bayswater

W

BORIS BIKES TO THE RESCUE
hilst I am not a frequent
user of “Boris bikes”,
occasionally they can
be very useful. When
there are tube delays or if just generally
caught short and running late, they are
often the quickest and most efficient
way to make a short journey.

SEBRA member Andrew Beverley is a regular contributor to this magazine.
He's written a very interesting article that you'll find on page 74 about
healthy travel in London, and here in "Beverley's Bayswater he covers
subjects from Boris Bikes and Hanging Baskets, to a fine afternoon tea.
Andrew begins though with words about Neighbourhood Forums.

THE SUBJECT OF
NEIGHBOURHOOD FORUMS

I

have recently been involved
with Hyde Park Paddington
Neighbourhood Forum, in my role as
HPEA honorary secretary. Whilst just
outside of SEBRALAND, the projects
and vision will undoubtedly be of
interest to residents.
Legally a Neighbourhood Forum is
primarily there to develop and lead the
neighbourhood planning process, but
probably of more interest is its ability to
apply for funding from the Community
Infrastructure Levy (CIL) for local projects
in support of its aims.
Within Paddington the last successful
bids included improving "The Bays"
walking route (down the side of the
station to the canal); improving the
unsightly junction of Sussex Gardens and
Edgware Road; and creating a Connaught
Village “Green” outside of Le Pain au
Quotidien.
Projects being submitted for the next
funding round include the scoping
of improvements for pedestrians
on Bishop’s Bridge Road; widening
the pavement on London Street and
improving Norfolk Square Gardens. If
you are interested in joining please visit
www.hydeparkpaddington.org. Joining is
free, but check the map on the website
first to see whether you are eligible.

The "unsightly" junction at Edgware
Road and Sussex Gardens.
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BRINGING BEAUTY
TO THE HYDE PARK ESTATE

M

any will enjoy the hanging
baskets around the Hyde
Park Estate when passing
through the area.

I had such a situation a few years ago,
when I arrived at the wrong St James’

Whilst not somewhere I would
immediately consider for such an
occasion, I am pleased to report it
was excellent. We enjoyed the plush
surroundings of the recently refurbished
bar, whilst our waitress struck the
perfect balance between friendliness,
humour and professionalism. We left
barely able to walk due to the quantity of
food consumed.

church for a friend’s wedding, found
nobody there, and it was the only mode
of transport that would get me to the
right place in time (complete with naval
regalia and sword!). The main downside
is that heart-sink moment when you
arrive at your destination and the bike
stand is full.

London Street will be having a "Boris
Bikes" docking station installed here.
Good news, then, for those travelling
to Paddington: a new docking station is
proposed for London Street by Sussex
Gardens, complementing those located
to the side of the station.

THE BENEFITS OF
LOWERING SPEED LIMITS

The provision of the baskets has been
funded by the Church Commissioners
over the last few years, but as I
understand this was never something
they intended to pay for indefinitely. As
such, they will continue to pay for the
baskets in the streets in which they have
their primary property interests, but
other locations such as garden squares
will need to start organising their own
funding (as, I am told, they used to do).
WCC fortunately provide grants towards
some of the costs, so hopefully the
whole area will continue to enjoy the
beauty in years to come.

A

s plenty of people will be
aware, Westminster recently
consulted on a borough-wide
20mph zone.

The general consensus seems to have
been positive, and it looks likely this
will be implemented. It is amazing the
difference a few years makes: I expect
that such a consultation previously
would have received a negative
response from many quarters, but now
people seem to be much more aware
of the opportunities and benefits this
could bring, at a relatively small cost.

M

ENJOYABLE AFTERNOON TEA
y wife and I were fortunate
to enjoy an afternoon tea
at Royal Lancaster London
recently.

There is general concern regarding its
enforcement and effectiveness; let’s
hope that’s not a problem if it gets
implemented.
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GREAT WESTERN ROAD
SAFETY PROJECT

Following the appointment of our own Lancaster Gate Ward
Councilor Andrew Smith, to Cabinet Member for Environment
and Highways (see his article on page 121) SEBRA Chairman,
John Zamit asked Andrew for an update of where we are on a
number of highways-related matters in our area.

20 MPH CONSULTATON
Q. We understand that agreement has
been reached to implement the 20MPH
limit throughout the borough in April.
Please confirm if this is correct?
A. The City Council’s public consultation
on a Borough-wide 20mph Limit ended
on 10 December 2019. A Cabinet
Member Decision Report will be
submitted to Councillor Andrew Smith,
Cabinet Member for Environment and
Highways, by the end of February 2020.
If a decision is made to implement the
proposed scheme in its entirety we
advise that this will be over a short
period of time starting in May.

CROSSRAIL
PADDINGTON STATION
Q. Can you please supply an update on
the long awaited opening of Eastbourne
Terrace for traffic in both directions?
A. Crossrail’s highways works are
ongoing on the east side of Eastbourne
Terrace, including carriageway and
footway paving works, lighting column
installation, tree planting, bollards and
benches. Works are being monitored
by WCC Highways. The anticipated end
date for the works on the public highway
is end of April 2020 with Eastbourne
Terrace handed back to Westminster,
subject to Westminster’s acceptance, a
few months later.

Given the risk of surface damage from
50 Eastbourne Terrace, construction
vehicles and excavations for any utility
service diversions, WCC has agreed
to descope carriageway resurfacing
from the Crossrail works. Instead it
will be done by Westminster (Crossrail
funded) once the development at
50 Eastbourne Terrace is nearer
completion. The adjacent Departures
Road is the responsibility of Network
Rail and we understand the road will be
handed back to Network Rail around
June 2020.
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Q. Can we please have an update on the
Road Safety project to upgrade traffic
lights in Bishop's Bridge Road at the
junction with Gloucester Terrace?
Green man signals are to be installed at
the junction at Bishop's Bridge Road and
Gloucester Terrace. TfL approval is being
sought at the moment.

HIGHWAYS PROGRAMME
2019/20
Q. What is the position with the
outstanding Highways Porgramme works
for 2020, e.g. paving in Craven Hill
Gardens and resurfacing of the northern
end of Queensway?
A. Craven Hill Gardens – We have been
monitoring the site for the removal
of two scaffolding sites and now only
one left. Works cannot be programmed
until the site is clear – hopefully this
will be in March.
Queensway (northern end) resurfacing,
– Work was delayed by G Networks,
but the resurfacing has now been
completed.

HIGHWAYS PROGRAMME
2020 /2021
Q. When will the Cabinet Report for
2020/21 be published? We note some
works have already commenced. e.g.
paving in Inverness Terrace and Great
Western Road and the carriageway
resurfacing in Sale Place.

The Crossrail works on
Eastbourne Terrace.

BISHOP'S BRIDGE ROAD
TRAFFIC LIGHTS UPGRADE

A. The Cabinet Member Report is to
be issued to Cabinet Members shortly.
Two paving schemes (Inverness Terrace
and Great Western Road) were on the
reserve list for 19/20 and we have
been able to bring them forward as
well as the carriageway resurfacing
of Sale Place, which was also one the
reserve list.

Q. Where are we on the long awaited Road
Safety scheme in Great Western Road at
the junction with Elkstone Road?

CHEPSTOW ROAD
TRAFFIC LIGHTS UPGRADE
Q. Where are we are on the Road Safety
project to upgrade the traffic lights in
Chepstow Road at the junction with Talbot
Road with a countdown facility?
A. The traffic modelling feasibility
design has been completed and the next
stage will be to progress the engineering
design. This is due to start in March/
April.Following the initial engineering
design, a programme for remaining
design stages and implementation will
be produced.

GLOUCESTER TERRACE NEW ZEBRA CROSSING
Q. Could you give some information on this
long-needed new zebra crossing due to be
installed in Gloucester Terrace, just north
of junction with Cleveland Terrace?
A. The funding award for Gloucester
Terrace/Cleveland Terrace has just been
announced and the works programme is
to be confirmed and It is likely to take six
to nine months to complete.

St Petersburg Place/Moscow Road.
Footway buildouts and minor junction
improvement. Detailed design underway.
Implementation Summer 2020.

A. This TfL funded local safety scheme
is on hold awaiting confirmation of
agreement to utilise approximately
10m2 of green space in order to widen
the footway for pedestrians and
facilitate turning the new electric buses.
Duration of works 8-10 weeks once
approved.

Talbot Road/Westbourne Park Road.
Footway build out and refuge
island, detailed design to follow.
Implementation will be in 2020/21
programme (date tbc).

CYCLE SUPERHIGHWAY

HYDE PARK STREET NEW ZEBRA CROSSING
Q. Where are we on the new Zebra
crossing being installed in Hyde Park
Street at the northern junction with Hyde
Park Square?
A. The works have been delayed by
deep drainage issues and WCC have
been working to fix all outstanding items
including collaborative working with G
Networks as they concurrently lay fibre.
However we are now expecting all works
to be completed by middle of March,
including the laying of the anti-skid.

PORCHESTER ROAD
IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

Bishop's Bridge Road traffic lights.

Newton Road. Footway build out to
improve pedestrian access for Kildare
Passage. Detailed design underway.
Implementation Summer 2020.

Q. When is the major scheme in
Porchester Road starting and what is
the duration of works? Could you also
give with brief outline of the works
being carried out. This as a great project,
especially with the proposed T junction at
Westbourne Park Road.
A. The scheme is due to start on 24
February and will run for approximately
12 weeks. There will be lane closures
and diversion to enable the works.
Works include junction modifications,
widening footways, improved crossing
facilities and footway replacement on
east side between Lord Hill's Bridge
and Gloucester Terrace.as well as the
complete carriageway resurfacing.

QUEENSWAY PUBLIC
REALM UPDATE
Q. Can we have an update on the
progress of the major project to improve
Queensway along with a completion date
for Phase 5 (Bayswater Road to Inverness
Place - east side), plus start and end dates
for Phase 3 (Inverness Place to Portchester
on Gardens - east side) and Phase 4
(Inverness Place to Bayswater Road - west
side ). Also what are total anticipated costs
for these improvements?

Queensway Public Realm works.
A. Works are underway and are on
schedule. The section of footway north
of the QPark car park entrance has been
widened and the York stone sets at the
entrance to Olympia Mews have been
laid. The lighting installation has begun
and one of the loading areas has been
completed in granite setts also.

Q. Where we are on this project as the
scheme has been implemented but has still
not been handed over by TfL to WCC?
We have heard, despite numerous
correspondence, of no changes to scheme
to prevent long traffic delays in both
directions in Bayswater Road (either side
of Lancaster Gate Station) and 'rat runs'
through the Hyde Park Estate. Can you
advise of any changes proposed to the
road layout?

The programme dates are:
• Phase 5 is underway and is
programmed to be complete by
01/05/20
• Phase 3 is programmed for between
27/04/20 and 10/07/20
• Phase 4 is programmed for between
06/07/20 and 09/10/20
• Phase 6 the resurfacing is
programmed for between 12/10/20
and 16/10/20
The total project cost is £5.1m

NEAT STREETS
INITIATIVES IN W2
Q. In Bayswater, Hyde Park and Lancaster
Gate Wards we have six good neat street
schemes being progressed. Could you
please give our members brief details
of these schemes and their anticipated
implementation dates?
A. Devonshire Terrace/Cleveland
Square. Reducing the crossing distance
across the three-arm junction. Further
feasibility design underway.
Implementation of the 2021/22
programme will be:
Kendal Street/Porchester Place. Minor
junction works with implementation
of drop kerbs to match existing traffic
islands.Completed winter 2019.
Needham Road/Westbourne Grove.
Footway build out. Implementation
Winter 2020 (subject to change).

The Cycle Superhighway.
"No changes to scheme."
A. Following on from discussions with
TfL, there are no further plans to make
changes along this alignment and any
changes to the Hyde Park Estate to
address ‘rat-runs’ will be developed as
part of the Area Wide traffic study.

BIKE HANGERS
Q. Could we please have an update on the
proposed bike hanger sites in W2?
A. A Briefing Note was issued to
all Ward Councillors in December
2019. Two locations were proposed;
one in Queensborough Terrace by
Queensborough Passage and one
in Porchester Square by Porchester
Terrace North.
The Traffic Order consultation ended on
12 February 2020 and the decision on
what locations to proceed with is to be
determined thereafter.
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Then & Now
EBRA member Teresa Stokes regularly posts images
on Facebook groups of historic photographs from
around Bayswater, Paddington and Notting Hill,
complete with their modern-day counterparts.

Her efforts are always very popular and quite a labour of
love, especially when she has to contend with streets full of
vehicles, something that really wasn’t a problem when the
original images were produced.

PRAED STREET UNDERGROUND STATION
The first photo shows the inside of Praed Street underground
station in October 1940 just after it had been severely
damaged by a German bomb.

PRAED STREET AT THE JUNCTION WITH
LONDON STREET
The Wimpy House at 27 London Street opened in July 1958
and provided food you could take away - a novel concept at
the time but ideal for travellers in a hurry. This premises has
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We are very grateful to Teresa for sending us this set of
images which feature Praed Street and also to fellow SEBRA
member Fred Konigs who sent us the "then and now" images
of Craven Hill shown bottom-right of the opposite page.
We're hoping to make this topic a regular feature in the
magazine, and if any readers have their own historic
photographs of the area please do send them to:
editor@sebra.org.uk

THE ORIGINAL STATION
The first photo shows the original Praed Street Station
building which opened on 3 October 1868. The arches over
the railway line can be seen on either side but these are today
hidden by shops of very shallow depth.

METROPOLITAN LINE STATION
The second photo from the same spot today shows that not
all the domed roof was ever replaced. Looking east, the top of
the building visible is the one at the corner of London Street
and Praed Street, home of Burger King.

been continuously providing hamburgers to hungry locals and
visitors ever since.
Wimpy was a British institution and there are still a few left,
but most of them disappeared with the onward march of the
American burger chains which began in the 1970s.

The entrance canopy and shops at Praed Street Metropolitan
line station – now District & Circle - some 90 years ago and
today. The canopy with its fine lettering is now much plainer

CRAVEN HILL - DIGGING THE DISTRICT LINE
The photographs shown above were taken approximately 150
years apart. The one on the left shows the construction of the
District Line tunnels and is currently on display at Paddington

The street frontage was rebuilt in 1914 by Charles Walter
Clark who designed many other stations along what was then
the Metropolitan Railway, now known as the District and
Circle. It was given listed status in 2003. Does anyone know
why the original building was replaced after only 46 years?

and a mismatch with the building to which it is attached, and
the J Lyons shop with enticing cakes displayed in the window
has been replaced by a betting shop. I must admit I know
which one I prefer.

Station in the Bishops Bridge Road concourse. As can be
seen when comparing with the photograph on the right, the
buildings have remained virtually unchanged during those 150
years, though there has been considerable tree growth.
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HEALTHY TRAVEL IN CENTRAL LONDON
Andrew Beverley

"Residents’ fury at plans to turn
the Connaught Square Doctors’
Surgery into luxury housing"

Bathurst Mews, W2

L

ate last year I attended a
conference on creating a
Central London walking
network. At first I wondered
why such a thing was necessary after all, with pavements on all roads,
everywhere can be walked.
It soon became apparent what the
problems are: pedestrians have long
been left last when planning streets,
with the assumption that they can
easily make their way around anything.
This has led to walking being an
unattractive option for short to
medium length journeys. Examples
were given of thousands of tube
journeys that could be walked in the
same time.
I was also astonished to hear that
in London two thirds of adults and
four fifths of children are classified as
physically inactive by World Health
Organisation standards. Thinking
about my own journeys, I normally
take the bus to travel from Bayswater
to shops on Oxford Street. Despite it
being walking distance, the thought of
fighting along the busy pavements and
the company of traffic means it’s not
something I readily consider.
Living Streets, the organisation that
ran the conference, is now engaged
with a number of boroughs to try and
make these routes more attractive and
to help make the pedestrian king on
the streets.
We heard from our very own Councillor
Tim Mitchell (formerly responsible for
transport and highways) who talked
about Westminster’s plans. When
questioned on some aspects he stated
that the Council would only do what
residents wanted. Fair enough I thought.
But his speech was then eclipsed by
Oliver Sells QC from the City of London,
whose strategy involves making difficult
decisions and leading with a clear vision.
He explained that their plan for Bank
Junction (now with no through traffic)
drew opposition initially, but is now so
popular that people ask why it wasn’t
implemented sooner. Have a look at the
London Living Streets website for more
information: londonlivingstreets.com
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PRESS NOTICE: WESTMINSTER CITY COUNCIL LABOUR GROUP

P

lans to turn the Connaught
Square Doctors’ Surgery
premises into luxury housing
have met with fury from
patients who having been going to the
GP surgery for many years.
The Connaught Square Surgery, at 41
Connaught Square, London W2 2HL,
was rated ‘Good’ in 2018 by the Care
Quality Commission.
Connaught Square Practice has been
a family doctors’ surgery since 1907
and has been an NHS medical practice
since the inception of the NHS in 1948,
with over 8,000 registered patients. The
practice is led by Dr Ruth O'Hare.

Short trips by bus and tube
contribute to London's high levels of
physical inactivity.

MAKING HEALTHY TRAVEL
MORE ATTRACTIVE
There is widespread recognition that
Westminster’s streets have far too much
pollution and traffic, and I have recently
joined a new campaigning group called
Westminster Healthy Streets, which
aims to tackle this problem. The group’s
vision is for streets in Westminster to be
less dominated by traffic and much more
attractive for travel by healthy means,
be that walking, cycling, scooting or any
other active method.
At the moment we have a vicious circle
whereby many street environments
are discouraging active travel, resulting
in more journeys made by motorised
vehicles, which in turn makes the
streets even less attractive. This is
a difficult circle to square, but other
London boroughs have shown that it’s
possible, and that the potential rewards
are huge. All it takes is vision, will and
strong leadership. Check out the Healthy
Streets website if you’re interested in
finding out more:
www.westminsterstreets.org.uk

NOTTING HILL AND
HOLLAND PARK
This article wouldn’t be complete
without an update on the proposed
walking and cycling improvements
to Notting Hill and Holland Park
Avenue. As stated in the last edition of

Now, without warning, a planning
application has now been submitted by
the Church Commissioners for:

SEBRA NEWS W2, RBK&C cited their
opposition to the original plans. TfL
have now collated feedback from all
parties, and produced an updated set
of proposals.
These new proposals solve some of
the contentious issues. Most of the
trees that were due to be replaced will
now remain; the objections of Lidgate
Butchers (a vociferous opponent
of the original plans) have been
addressed by removing one pedestrian
crossing from the plans in order to
retain loading bays.
Say what you like about TfL, but it
cannot be argued that they haven’t
listened and altered plans accordingly.
I think it’s fair to say that any
remaining opposition can only really
be for ideological or political reasons;
it is certainly missing the bigger
picture (traffic in Paris has fallen by
over 20% following similar city-wide
changes there). Facing, as we do, an
inactivity crisis and a climate crisis,
doing nothing is not an option; the
updated set of proposals provide
something for everyone.

“Use of the basement, ground floor and
part first floor level from medical (Class
D1) to residential (Class C3), including
removal of non-original partitions, fittings
and features is proposed in to facilitate
the new residential layout.”
Residents can make comments on
the planning application online and
comments so far include:

Centre of the photo,
41 Connaught Square.
“The practice has been serving the
community since 1907. It is regarded
well and held in high esteem by its
neighbours for the excellent service it
provides. Its contribution to the health of
the community despite the ever-growing
demands and increased pressure in the
NHS is truly remarkable...."
“I object to the closure of this NHS
practice - this clinic serves thousands of
residents in the area - many of whom are
elderly, very young and vulnerable..."
“I strongly object to this planning
application. This surgery is vital to the
local community. This will be the third
GP surgery to shut down in the last 5-6

EVENING STANDARD

“I object to this planning permission being
granted... This local GP Surgery helps
provide an effective and timely health
service, which would be disrupted and
would also cause great burdens on the
remaining GP Surgeries..."
"The closure of this surgery would cause
great dissatisfaction to local residents,
who consist of several elderly and young
people that currently benefit from not
having to travel further away to attend
their GP.”

Statement from
Westminster City Council's
Planning Department

T

he story about the Doctors'
Surgery also made headline
news in the Evening Standard
where reporter Jonathan Pryn
noted "almost 500 objections".

T

wo applications for a land
use swap were submitted by
the Church Commissioners
at 41 Connaught Square W2
and 1 Sussex Gardens W2.

The article added that the Connaught
Street surgery is close to Tony Blair's
home and also that it employed some
of the first women in the world to
graduate from medical school.

This proposal involved the relocation
of the existing doctor’s surgery at 41
Connaught Square to a refurbished
and extended surgery at 1 Sussex
Gardens which also provided
disabled access.

Also Included was a quote from Dr
Ruth O'Hare, head of the practice, who
urged patients to oppose the plans:
"Connaught Square Practice’s first
priority is to continue to offer a
responsive, accessible and high-quality
NHS general medical practice. We
believe the current application by the
church for change of use of our premises
could pose a significant threat to that.”

years, that I have been registered with,
following the Bayswater Medial Centre
and Milne House, if permission is granted.
That is simply far too many..."

It is also proposed to convert the
vacated surgery to a single house.

Evening Standard website coverage.

The proposal attracted nearly 500
objections, and the applicants decided
to withdraw the applications.
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IS IT TIME FOR A
THOUGHTFUL BUSYNESS?

Richard Dryer

Vicar, St Stephen's Church

B

"

efore we begin this meeting,
please can we all agree that I
am tired, that you are tired, that
we are all tired and can please
now stop talking about how tired we all
are and get on with the job in hand”. So
began a meeting I was in ten years ago.
If I ask anybody in the parish how they
are, the answer will generally include
the words ‘tired’, ‘busy’ or “a lot on”. This
is usually followed quickly by a ‘but’ and
an attempt to convince me that their
busyness is worthwhile and fulfilling,
the dark-rimmed eyes betraying the
upbeat rhetoric.

St Stephen’s is a busy church: Sunday
services, activities for children, after
school club on the estate, midweek
Bible studies etc. We have up to 1,000
people through the building each week
and many community groups using our
space. My hope is that St Stephen’s
should also be a place where we can
think about the passions behind our
busyness. What it is that is driving
us? Only then will our busyness be a
considered joy and not a burden.

Many of us are busy trying to achieve,
to be significant. Maybe to meet our
own expectations, maybe those of
others. It is exhausting. But at the heart
of the Christian message is a promise of
significance that is given to us by God
and not earned by us. The burden that
Jesus speaks of is our failure to meet
our standards and our sense of guilt
and shame before God. He promises
rest from the busyness of earning
acceptance.

The caricature of the banker is of
somebody who works themselves into
the ground simply to get rich. Few of
us are so shallow. We all know that
money can’t buy happiness. I never
thought that money had much of a hold
on me when I was in finance, after all
I drove a Renault when others drove
a Porsche. But when I left and walked
away from the salary and the private
health insurance, I realised that I wasn’t
looking to money to buy me a fast
car. I was looking to money to buy me
security. But that is not possible either.
We need a deeper security, which I
believe only God can give.

One of the things I love about St
Stephen’s is that we do not have a ‘type’
here. We live in a diverse area and the
congregation reflects the full diversity
of the parish, because we do not
need to be a certain way to win God’s
acceptance.

Pastor, Westbourne Park Baptist Church

O

ne of the great things about
our community is that there
is always change, we have
been so excited with our
brand new building and yet we are
already seeing people come in who are
“even newer” and think that the building
has always been here!

all occupied but Dolphin Living are
releasing a whole new scheme in
Lanark Road, just on this side of Maida
Vale so check out their website if you
are looking for affordable housing in
Westminster www.dolphinliving.com
Our facilities include a large bright airy
Sanctuary, a Community Hall and some

meeting and break out rooms, and a
welcoming entrance area. Comfortable,
well-resourced and connected make
this a fabulous local space. If you are
interested in some rooms occasionally
or regularly check out our Venue Hire
page here www.wpbc.co/book-venue
discounts are available for Community
organisations in Bayswater and
Westbourne, Christian organisations and
for “not for profit” groups.
The church family is already springing
into new life; our first Alpha course
has started; this is a well know course
started by Holy Trinity Brompton and
explores Christian basics. We have a trial
series of courses that allows people to
Go Deeper as they explore their faith
and then in February, we had a fun
seminar exploring the whole 3,000 years
of the Old Testament in a single day!
The Westbourne Forum Food Festival at
the end of January filled the place with
hundreds of people and the wonderful
smell of international food!

Since the last edition of SEBRA NEWS
W2, the Children’s library has moved
back into their fabulous space, what
a privilege to have such a resource
in our area. Much of the outstanding
internal work has now been completed;
we have hearing aid loops and warm
water for the baptistery (we tend to
use rather a lot because we dip people
right under water…) The family centre
sessions are now increasingly “full” and
so we are looking as to how we can
fund extra sessions.

Before being ordained into the Church
of England, I worked in finance for 15
years as a portfolio manager while living
in W9. On leaving the City I expected
people to be shocked, to think I was
insane, to question why I would walk
away from a well paid career. I was
surprised by the number who quietly
said to me, “you’re lucky, you’ve found
something worth leaving for”. It was a
wistful reaction.
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Jem Sewell

“Come to me, all you who are weary
and burdened, and I will give you rest”. I
would love to invite you to join us for
one of our Easter services, (10am on
Good Friday or 11am on Easter Sunday)
or to come along to our Christianity
Explored course after Easter, (details on
the website) and to seek the rest that
Jesus speaks of.

Throughout the ages people have
been drawn to Jesus for his love, or
his wisdom, or his insight into human
nature, or his fierce sense of justice.
But in our day, perhaps Jesus’ most
compelling words are “Come to me, all
you who are weary and burdened, and I
will give you rest”. (Matthew 11:28).

It raises the question of what passion
lies behind our busy lives? Or to turn
it around, would somebody looking at
how we spend our time be able to tell
what we were passionate about?

NO STEEPLE BUT PLENTY OF PEOPLE!

The “Affordable” units of
accommodation above us are now

Here's the church, but it has no steeple, look below, here are the people!

The clock at St Stephen's Church. Are we
sometimes too busy to take time to think?
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NEWS FROM ST JAMES'S CHURCH, SUSSEX GARDENS

A

wonderful Christmas at St
James's saw us host our
first Christmas Fair since
1974. Fears that we would
discover precisely why there hasn't
been one in nearly fifty years were,
mercifully, unfounded!

A SERVICE OF REMEMBRANCE

at the Lancaster Gate War Memorial

A

Service of Remembrance
took place at the War
Memorial, Lancaster gate
on Sunday 10 November
2019. This was the fourth such
service at this location in recent years.
The Lord Mayor of Westminster,
Coumcillor Ruth Bush laid a wreath on
behalf of Westminster City Council, and
SEBRA Chairman John Zamit did the
same on behalf of SEBRA members.
Also in attendance were a number of
local Councillors along with members
of the public. The service was led
by Father Paul Thomas of St James's
Church, Sussex Gardens.
As has become the tradition, some
very welcome refreshments were taken
after the service at the Lancaster Hall
Hotel in Craven Terrace.

A musical treat at Stay & Play.
Lots from the wider community came
and enjoyed the stalls, Paddington
Community Choir's singing and cakes
galore at the cafe. The services and
Masses of Christmas Eve and Christmas
Day drew hundreds to 'come and adore
him, born the King of angels'. It was like
the United Nations, with visitors from all
over the world mixing with Paddington
locals: such a joy.

SEBRA Chairman John Zamit places a wreath on behalf of members.

CAROLS UNDER THE CHRISTMAS TREE

O

The new year has brought new things to
the life of St James's, including a Young
Adults group who now meet once a
month for Mass, study and social time.
And now it's Lent, we've got all sorts of
extra opportunities for study and prayer
(even a film or two) as we prepare for the
centre of all Christian life and worship:
Holy Week and Easter.
If you liked Christmas here, Holy
Week will blow you away! Come and

experience it for yourself: your Parish
Church warmly welcomes you.

With every blessing in Christ,
Fr Paul Thomas, Vicar & Parish Priest
Fr Owen Dobson, Assistant Priest
After the Sunday School's
Nativity Pageant.

n 11 December 2019
the annual carol service
under the Queensway
Christmas tree took
place, with members of the public
and local Councillors joining children
from the local Hallfield Primary
School in song.
The festive singing was helped along
with mince pies, mulled wine, hot
chocolate and other refreshments
courtesy of The Porchester pub,
Caprese Deli and Putera Puteri.
This has very much become a regular
event on the SEBRA calendar, and
this time round a cheque for £200
was presented to The Friends of St
Mary's Hospital by your very own
SEBRAMAN!
We would like to take this
opportunity to thank Billy Kennedy
and the Lancaster Gate Ward
Councillors for organising the event
and you can be sure that we will be
doing it all again for Christmas 2020.
We would also like to thank Erith and
Whiteleys for sponsoring the event.
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it was possible to pose a follow-up
question and have a two-way
discussion was a body of data, opinion,
praise or complaint that was actually
useful in the cause of improvement.

• RECEPTION Our practice has a

Health & Wellbeing
Christopher Penfold

Co-chair, Garway Medical Practice PPG

THE THOUSAND’TH
AND ONE CUT?

A

central theme of current
government policy towards
the NHS has been a focus
on preventative medicine
and the encouragement of patients to
take greater responsibility for their own
health.
Enhanced patient awareness about the
benefits of diet, hygiene and physical
exercise has been at the heart of the
plan to battle heart disease, respiratory
illness and obesity — all of which place
unnecessary strain on NHS resources.
We are also facing a growing crisis in
the provision of social care for an ageing
population which is making ever greater
demands on patients, their family
support systems and on the resources
of the Primary Care Networks who
support them.
Healthcare is no longer something
which is done by doctors to patients;
its future survival depends on improved
relationships between doctors and
their patients. And that relationship
depends on education, engagement and
co-operation.
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It was surely for these reasons that it
became a statutory requirement for all
GP practices to set up, encourage and
maintain Patient Participation Groups
and at the Garway Medical Practice we
have had such a group in place for the
past eight years. During that time there
have been successes and failures. The
long-standing culture of dependency —
of patient on doctor — has proved almost
but not quite impervious to change. For
change is beginning to happen and the
benefits of that change are beginning to
be shared by medical professionals and
patients alike.
Absolutely fundamental to that change
has been the support for Patient
Groups by the Healthwatch PPG
Project funded by the West London
Clinical Commissioning Group. The PPG
Network, established and fomented by
Healthwatch, has been the invaluable
driving force behind this change.
Notwithstanding it has been a statutory
requirement, some GP Practices have
been reluctant to engage with Patient
Groups and the Network has provided
a forum in which both best practice and
resistant obstacles have been shared.
Confidence has grown amongst patient
groups to challenge and overcome
resistance which has almost always
resulted in improvements to the
relationship between practices and
their patients.

Crucial to this change has been the
innovative work of the Healthwatch PPG
Network co-ordinator, Odeta Pakalnyte.
Her tireless inspiration, encouragement
and practical support has been the glue
that has held our own Patient Group
together and the Network of which we
are a part. We are now on the nursery
slopes of what could and should become
a vital link in the chain of support which
runs from the top of the NHS down to
the General Practices and the patients
they serve.
So what have been some of the recent
practical achievements of our Patient
Group?

• PATIENT SURVEY How many of

us are sick to death of being asked to
fill out a meaningless tick box after
any of the mundane transactions or
engagements we encounter in our
everyday lives? Our last patient survey
was conducted face-to-face. Patient
Group members volunteered to be
present in the surgery waiting room
and to approach non-member patients
as they waited for their appointments
or, if they had time, after their
appointment was over. Many of these
would never dream of going on-line
to talk to an anonymous monkey but
to be approached by a fellow patient
and be talked to like a human being
proved a mostly refreshing experience.
And the result of an interaction where

very mixed demographic in the heart
of cosmopolitan London with a high
percentage of transient patients whose
first language is not English. The skills
necessary to deal professionally with
patients across a language barrier are
not easily acquired and the difficulties
are compounded by anxiety and
urgency. Reception is our front-ofhouse and it is where a patient’s first
impression is formed. As a Patient
Group we have been instrumental in
making sure that our receptionists
are given the appropriate training to
enable them to accomplish what is an
extraordinarily difficult and multiskilled task.

• WAITING ROOM ART Group

members approached the art
department at the local primary
school whose pupils made a brilliant
series of paintings on the theme of
“A Visit to the Doctor” which have
transformed the drab walls of the
surgery waiting room.

• STAFFING By an unfortunate piece

of bad timing it happened that the
contracts of two of our highly valued
GPs came to an end at the same time,
leaving the practice without a female
GP. It was pressure from our Patient
Group that intensified the search
for a replacement which resulted
in a commendably quick and much
appreciated appointment.

• MEETINGS We hold a group meeting
every other month where the main
item on the agenda is a report back
from the Practice Manager which
covers appointment waiting times,
staff changes, directives from on high
etc. and any issues that patients have
raised. But they are also planning
Planters at the surgery entrance
have helped to improve staff
and patient morale.

Children's art has transformed the waiting room walls.
meetings for upcoming SPECIAL
EVENTS. In the recent past we have
held open meetings on:

• MANAGING MEDICATION At

which two brilliant pharmacists gave
an introductory talk and then took
questions from patients about complex
plans involving multiple medications
with varied timings and dosages. It
provided a forum where patients could
air their anxieties and concerns freely
which both the patients who attended
and our lead GP who was listening
found incredibly useful.

• WHAT HEALTH SERVICES? Where

six providers, both Council and charity
funded, set out their stalls in an event
which was designed to provide patients
with information and awareness of the
many local ancillary health services that
are available to them.

• UNDERSTANDING DIABETES

When two speakers, one a healthcare
professional and the other a mother
dealing with her daughter’s Type
One Diabetes, gave both valuable
information and shared experience
to patients — one of whom declared
it was the best thing he had heard
about diabetes in thirty years of being
a sufferer.

• PLANTERS Members of the group

provided planters either side of the
entrance to the surgery and continue

to maintain them — a small but
welcome improvement to morale of
both staff and patients.

• SEBRA NEWS W2 We now have a

regular column in this highly regarded
quarterly magazine of the South East
Bayswater Residents' Association which
has a readership of over 2,500 local
residents. The column has not only
raised the profile of the practice but has
also raised awareness of the value of
Patient Participation Groups generally.

In each and every one of these
endeavours we have had massive
encouragement and support from the
Healthwatch Patient Group Network
Co-ordinator and if you think the above
is a description of a good idea on the
way to becoming a really useful addition
to NHS provisions you may or not be
surprised and/or disappointed, even
outraged, to learn that the West London
Clinical Commissioning Group which has
funded this invaluable support for the
past six years has now cut the funding.
Without that support there is real danger
that a great idea which, through careful
nurture, has burgeoned into a practical
reality, will wither and die. In which
case the money that has supported
this project for the past six years will
have been catastrophically wasted — a
misguided cut that is surely a knife crime
too far. So if you’d like to raise your
voice in support of continued patient
participation and in protest against
this short-sighted and self-defeating
decision, please send an email to:
wlccg.team@nhs.net

Chairperson Garway Medical
Practice Patient Group
e: garwaypatientgroup@gmail.com
t: 020 7617 2900
w: garwaymedical.nhs.uk
Garway Medical Practice
Pickering House, Hallfield Estate
Bishops Bridge Road W2 6HF
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Zoe Birch is a Chartered Physiotherapist and founder of PhysioMotion,
which operate three London clinics as well as providing physiotherapy at
home. We're pleased to publish her third article for SEBRA NEWS W2 and
this time round Zoe discusses a subject that almost everyone will relate to.

LOOKING TO BOOST
YOUR PERFORMANCE?

MYTHS
IN BACK
PAIN

E

veryone is aware of the
importance of exercise, and
whatever your age it is a key
factor in living a healthy lifestyle.

MYTH #2
WHAT IS CAUSING
MY LOWER BACK PAIN?

T

here can be lots of reasons
for lower back pain and in this
article I will discuss some of the
common myths.

An episode of back pain during your
lifetime is normal and most people will
recover from it within three months.
The most common causes for nontraumatic lower back pain can be due
to physical, environmental, emotional
or biological influences on your body,
and will typically be a combination of
all of them.
When treating back pain, we first must
work out what are the contributing
factors and how we can address them to
help you manage your back pain.

MYTH #1

"My MRI says that my
bulging disc is the cause
of my back pain”
Commonly scans are performed by your
doctor to find a physical reason for your
lower back pain.
However, there are many changes
in your spine that will show up on
these scans in the absence of pain,
something discovered by a researcher
called Savage in 1997.
His team found that ‘there was not a
clear relationship between the MRI
appearance of the lumbar spine and
lower back pain. 32% of subjects
without pain had 'abnormal' lumbar
spines and 47% of all the subjects who
had experienced lower back pain had
'normal' lumbar spines’.
Therefore back pain is not always an
indication of spinal damage or injury.
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“The way I stand or sit is
causing my back pain”

So whether you’re looking to run that
little bit further and a little bit faster, or
to get more from your gym sessions,
what and when you eat influences
results. In the first of a two-part
series, we look at eating to maximise
performance, with part two focussing on
repair and recovery.

Society has made us believe
that there is a perfect
posture that we must adapt
to otherwise we are putting
ourselves at risk of damage.
Peter O’Sullivan and his team
have been researching the
truth behind this and they
have found that there is no
one posture that is superior
over another and also that
there is not a posture that
we should be avoiding.
They have suggested that you should
adopt a comfortable, relaxed posture
that suits you in both sitting and
standing, and also to vary our posture
and move in a confident, relaxed and
variable manner.
Additionally there is no evidence that
lifting in a particular way or bracing
the core will reduce your likelihood
of back pain or injury. Bracing your
core constantly has actually shown to
increase muscle tension and reduce
flexibility in your spine resulting in
increased levels of pain.
The spine is a robust and adaptable
structure that is capable to safely
move and be loaded in a variety of
postures. A reason for back pain after
lifting could be due to lifting something
awkwardly or heavier than usual
resulting in a muscle strain.

MYTH #3

“Exercise makes my
back pain worse”
When you are initially suffering with
back pain, you don’t want to move.
If you continue this for a prolonged
period, this can actually result in higher
levels of pain, greater disability and
poorer recovery.

SEBRA Member Lisa Powell is a Registered Nutritional Therapist (CNHC) and
Nutritionist (mBANT), Metabolic Balance Coach and Weight Loss Specialist.
Lisa also runs corporate nutrition programmes and is currently studying
for a Diploma in Performance Nutrition.

The all-important "carbs". Fuel for your body.

FOOD AS FUEL

For a few days avoiding aggravating
activities may be helpful to relieve your
pain. Then it is important to increase
your normal activity levels gradually.
Your muscles can ache after increased
activity, but don’t worry this is normal
and doesn’t indicate harm or damage.
There is no one type of exercise
that is superior to another, it should
be something that you enjoy and is
convenient for you.
Research shows that regular exercise
helps not only to keep your body fit
and healthy, but reduces pain and
discomfort. Other health benefits are
relaxing muscle tension, improving mood
and strengthening your immune system.
These are just three myths associated
with back pain, if you want to know
about others or understand pain more, a
great website is www.pain-ed.com.
*Disclamer- If you have a persistent
musculoskeletal problems or injury, please seek
medical advice.

The energy we use to exercise
comes mostly from stored fat and
carbohydrate (glycogen) from our
diet. Proximity to exercise and meal
composition determines what fuel will
be used during exercise.
For example, if you eat a carbohydraterich meal just before a high-intensity
endurance workout, your body will use
carbohydrate as fuel and you’ll burn a
higher proportion of carbohydrate during
that workout than fat.

WHAT TO EAT AND WHEN
If eating a pre-exercise meal, make sure
it's at least two hours before exercise,
allowing time to digest the food and
provide energy. When you add protein
and fat to a meal it slows down how
fast the carbohydrates are digested,
adds satiety and provides a more
sustained source of energy.
If you’re eating 1-2 hours before
a workout, an easy-to-digest
carbohydrate-rich snack will provide a

quick source of energy. Banana, low-fat
yoghurt with granola, nut butter on toast
or smoothie work well.
If looking to build muscle, it’s important
to consume sufficient protein, preferably
spread throughout the day rather than at
one meal. Consuming 20-30g protein at
meals and snacks is a good guide.

THE MARATHON
If you’re running the London marathon,
it’s important to have a fuelling strategy.
In the days leading up to the race, eat
plenty of carbohydrates (potatoes, rice,
pasta, bananas) to increase muscle
glycogen stores.
Pre-race dinner should be high
carbohydrate, low fat, and regular
size - resist the temptation to overeat
knowing you’ll expend extra energy
race day. Keep things simple; avoid
high fibre and spicy foods that might
necessitate bathroom breaks and don’t
try anything new race day to avoid
stomach discomfort.

PhysioMotion Ltd
17a Old Court Place
Kensington
W8 4PL
www.physiomotionlimited.co.uk
020 3422 6655

From a jog around the park
to running a marathon,
nutrition plays a big part.

Race day itself, try to
eat breakfast three
to four hours before
start time to let
your body digest the
food and replenish
glycogen stores.
Choose an easy-todigest, carbohydraterich breakfast, with
small amounts of

protein and healthy fats, e.g., porridge
with banana or berries, Greek yoghurt
with fruit and nuts or homemade energy
bars. A small snack, a banana or a
handful of dried fruit for example, 30-60
minutes before the race can be helpful
if needed, especially if you can’t face
eating breakfast before a race. Gels and
energy bars are convenient and provide a
quick source of glucose.
During the race, the ideal carbohydrate
intake is 30-60g per hour, but again, it’s
important to trial these amounts during
training to test your tolerance. Little and
often generally works best.
There’s a tendency to avoid fluids
pre-race to minimise toilet stops, but
dehydration negatively affects health
and performance. Aim to drink 500600 ml water two to three hours
before the race to ensure you’re fully
hydrated, in which case drinking to
thirst should be sufficient during the
race. Sports drinks and gels can help
maintain hydration.
Get in touch if you’d like help designing
a fuelling strategy to meet your
exercise needs.

Lisa P Nutrition
web:

www.lisapnutrition.com

mobile: 07717 706017
twitter: @lisapnutrition2
Find us on Facebook:
facebook.com/lisapnutrition/
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is sloping and curvy and has interesting
rocks to scramble over. It is popular
for picnics and has recently enjoyed its
annual re-turfing.

ARE YOU SITTING
COMFORTABLY?
For those of you not quite up to rolling
down grassy slopes or clambering over
rocks, walk to the top of Buck Hill. There
used to be nothing to sit on here for
a 500 metre stretch. Now in place are
four rustic style “Cathcart Benches”
which, supported by a donation from the
Friends, are newly installed.

Sue Price

Photography by Paul Shelley

A

And it's an impressive programme of
surveys, restoration, repair and general
maintenance, much of it proactive
rather than reactive (the default
position of my own family's property I
am ashamed to say).
A brief round-up follows as well as news
of exciting new things going on.

AN ALCOVE REVIVED
Several members were worried about
Queen Anne’s Alcove recently (next
to the Italian Gardens Cafe) when it
seemed to be languishing mid-way
through a restoration programme. Its
seating had rotted and its stonework
not in good shape either. As the Sir
Christopher Wren grade I listed structure
once faced north on the south side of
Kensington Palace its wood work had
been protected. However in its south
facing position its sunny aspect has
resulted in much damage to the seating
and panelling.
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The restoration was delayed and
complicated by the need to source
specific oak which was difficult but
this has been satisfactorily completed.
The new wood is deliberately easy to
distinguish so that the original and later
work can be clearly identified and the
whole thing is open again for basking
and resting quietly and warmly at this
popular spot.

A TEN YEAR TIDY UP

While in the area, the Italian Gardens
recently underwent a very efficient
assessment of its underground systems.

On Monday a dam was built below the
Tazza (look it up!) and the water from
the twin culverts below was pumped
out. The levels in the pools with their
nesting places was only slightly lowered.
Investigation and clearance of ten years
of silt from the culverts was completed
on Tuesday. Structural Engineers
inspected underground on Wednesday.
It was due to be back up and running on
Friday but I can vouch that, on Thursday
morning, it was completely back in action
with all fountains playing.

PLENTY OF PLAY IN
KENSINGTON GARDENS

Close by is the Elfin Oak for which the
Friends HP&KG hold a fund to maintain
and support. We have long been
aware that it is not too happy-looking
these days and its enclosure rather
forbidding. We look forward to working
towards a solution to spruce up this
unusual memento of Spike Milligan and
his friends.

They sit on self-binding gravel with an
area beside each one for a wheelchair
or buggy. That’s considerate and clever
design. Thank you to our generous
members.

NB At the moment this avenue is only
open at weekends because of weekday
traffic to the Orangery building site.

As parts open up we can see through
to the water and the life on it, to views
which were previously blocked. So we,
naturally, are re-engaged with an area
which was out of sight.

A PAIR OF DINOSAUR TREES
The same sharp-eyed member noticed
the recent appearance of a couple of
Wollemi Pines in the South Flower Walk.
These trees date back 200 million years
and once formed vast tracts in Australia,
New Zealand and Antarctica. They were
thought to be extinct until in 1984 a tiny
stand was discovered in a remote area
near Sydney.

All of you who enter Kensington Gardens
via Orme Square Gate will be facing an
elegant avenue of silver limes. A sharpeyed member asked about these and the
plaque telling us that they were a gift
“from the citizens and Senat of Berlin
to the citizens of London”. Sleuthing
supplied answers from Ray Brodie, the
recently retired manager of Bushy Park
who was, in the 1980’s, a tree officer
living in a lodge at Orme Square Gate.

Our next project, close by, is to restore
or replace the information board at the
Bastion which has seen better days.

ALONG THE LONG WATER
Walk by the railings on the east side
of the Long Water with your back to
the Italian Gardens. Here there are the
"Long Water Enclosures” and the work
on them is Technical Officer Russell
Stevens's project.
You may notice what looks like a long
outdoor sculpture made of leaves,
twigs and discarded cuttings. It’s a
"Dead Hedge” which snakes along
with an overlapping break at one point
and is designed as a habitat for small
birds, animals and insects of all kinds.

But play comes in many forms as well
as this exciting area and the Buck Hill
playground not far away. Close by Buck
Hill is a natural play area on the slope. It
is for “play outside a prescribed area”, it

Stands of brambles are reduced in
sections and woodland coppiced in a
seven-year cycle which, Russell hopes,
will be manageable for volunteers to
maintain. And then, he says, it starts all
over again as it regrows. It’s the opposite
of a scorched earth policy.

A VERY GENEROUS GIFT

We were pleased to meet new staff
member Kunle Kolade who is a
playground specialist. I’m sure he will
feature soon in or in our next update in
a future edition.
The Princes Diana playground has more
than one million visitors a year and
so better systems to cope with these
numbers are now being considered.
Wear and tear is also a major factor with
visitor numbers like these, though the
playground still wins many awards.

for a plaque to be installed, but this was
a special gift and the generosity of its
donors needed to be acknowledged.

All this management has to take place
in tiny windows of opportunity between
nesting/ breeding/ fledging times for the
wild life for which this area is home.

Chairman, Friends of Hyde Park & Kensington Gardens
s winter creeps on it's been
interesting to see all the
things which go on in the
“quiet” time, although nothing
is ever very quiet in Hyde Park or
Kensington Gardens.

Gradually, over years as it rots, the hedge
subsides and returns to the earth. The
break is an asymmetric crossing point.

There's one which was donated by the
Friends about ten years ago in the Dell in
Hyde Park.
The original avenue of lime trees was
badly damaged in the Great Storm of
1987. 55% were blown down and the
remaining ones had cracks around their
bases so the decision to fell was made
on safety grounds.
The Mayor of West Berlin who was
staying in London, witnessed at first
hand the destruction caused by the
storm and on his return arranged for
the gift of the trees. They were flown by
the RAF to Lyneham and transported to
Kensington Gardens by Royal Parks staff.
They were some of the first trees not
to need stakes for support as they were
planted using ground anchors. It is rare

The two new arrivals were spotted
sitting in storage by a volunteer gardener
who works both at Brompton Cemetery
and at St Mary Abbotts Rehabilitation
Training (SMART) in Chelsea. They had
been there since 2016 when they starred
in a gold medal winning garden at the
RHS Hampton Court Show.
They were pronounced fit and healthy
by Super Nursery Manager, Mike Jones,
and were purchased together with some
large tree ferns and palms.
Their installation in Kensington Gardens
“...turned out to be a great serendipitous
piece of sustainable plant procurement”
(Russell Stevens).
Continues overleaf.
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It seems that there is an insatiable
appetite across all of the central London
Parks for feeding all manner of wild life
with any food which comes to hand.
This has become such a problem
that the balance of wild life is being
interrupted. Some populations of birds
have multiplied to the detriment of small
birds. Animal and bird behaviour patterns
have changed.

Crows and Magpies multiply, and
bullying and preying on smaller and song
birds means their breeding numbers are
greatly reducing.

As numbers of parakeet feeders swelled
another two veteran trees in the area
showed signs of stress. Shrub bed
railings were extended to enclose one of
the trees and the other was protected by
smart metal estate railing.
Undeterred the feeding frenzy
continued, an even larger area became
compacted, and several other younger
trees were under threat. The whole area
is now surrounded by picket fencing,
which is a desperate measure and still
hasn’t stopped the visitors (actually
mostly tourists) and so yet another area
is now entirely compacted mud.
What's to do? More notices as in the
South Flower Walk perhaps, which don't
work anyway?
Any measures which the Parks staff
consider suitable will be welcomed and
supported whole heartedly by us.

A WHIZZ ROUND WINTER
WONDERLAND

Squirrels swarm happily over visitors
and, when not being fed by hand, nip off
newly budding flowers, dig up and throw
about smaller plants, chomp on spring
flower bulbs and drop bits of food which
are happily jumped on by ever increasing
numbers of rats.

PESKY PARAKEETS
The area close to Peter Pan has become
a “go to” spot for enthusiastic parakeet
(and it follows pigeon, squirrel, magpie
and crow) feeding.
A couple of years ago the area around
a rare veteran tree was becoming
compacted by foot fall and an attractive
split chestnut railing was installed round
it. It looked fittingly rural and was a great
piece of work.
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Jones, to Steve Edwards and Kathryn
Whybrow of The Royal Parks and the
many members of Mike’s nursery team
who were on hand all day replenishing
stock and helping with all manner of
horticultural queries.

the manager showed us round and
explained how the Charles Dickens
Christmas Carol themed show this year
is designed, created and maintained.
Had you thought about how some ice is
snowy white and opaque or glistening
and clear…..and the how and why?

FEEDING FRENZY
IN THE ROYAL PARKS

Instead of maturing and moving on, the
problem groups stay in one place and
ever increasing numbers are causing
huge damage to trees. Parakeets strip
bark, eat buds and flowers and decimate
the flowering cherries as the buds
appear.

THE ROYAL PARKS & PALACES

The Friends were treated, thanks to
Winter Wonderland director Suzy
Griffiths and her assistant director Laura
Armstrong, to a behind the scenes visit
before Christmas.
Following a presentation over
drinks and mince pies, we set off
to the Magical Ice Kingdom where

At -10 degrees C I usually go through
this attraction at great speed, hardly
pausing, and I have to say on previous
visits our members have often done
the same. This time however it was
noticeable how concentrated we all
were and in no rush to make a dash for
the exit. Although this time a dash got
our group into a specially laid-on ice
sculpting workshop.
Expert ice carver Duncan Hamilton of
Hamiltons Ice Sculpture (icesculpture.
co.uk) was ready with a large block of the
clear shiny variety which he transformed
into a swimming swan with only a little
bit of help from us.
A quick trip round the world with
Paddington Bear at his ice show was
followed by, for the still energetic of
us, a fast track boarding pass on to the
Big Wheel. A group of Friends enjoyed
the twinkling lights at dusk high above
Hyde Park.

ANYONE FOR LUNCH?
The Lido cafe and restaurant has
reopened following extensive rebuilding
and refurbishing. Colicci has taken over
the concession and has completely
overhauled everything which is on offer
here. The menu is full of interesting
choices. There are great outside areas
with plenty of attractive new seating.
Also at the Lido the swimming changing
facilities are being upgraded and
especially for the Serpentine Swimming
club (the longest established in Britain)
the accommodation will be in tune with
what one might reasonably expect in
the 2020s.

CREAKING BACKS
An amazing 180,000 spring bulb planting
exercise is underway with help from
volunteers in Hyde Park thanks to Phil
Newcombe’s plans.
Phil is the Assistant Manager who comes
with impeccable RHS credentials and we
have been grateful for his input since he
arrived 18 months ago.
He is working on pictorial meadows
(special areas of wild flowers) and
restoring the Rose Gardens gradually
with reference to the original plans.

Some of his planting is in the enclosed
areas under the plane trees at Speakers
Corner. If you’re passing that way
look out for the happily naturalising
cyclamen in small glowing clumps
amongst the fallen leaves. The Friends
gifted these to Hyde Park a couple of
years ago and the eventual aim is to
have them spread like a carpet all over
this area with gorgeous colour in the
winter and silvery patterned leaves.

This time the plants were for Autumn/
Winter planting many of which will
burst into flower in the early Spring. The
foliage will provide variety of shape and
colour all through the winter in pots and
window boxes, and a gorgeous backdrop to any spring bulbs when they
come through.

Daunting for us though because we
have to raise the money from donations.
This is where we appeal to all you
readers. Our own members and several
businesses were all major supporters last
year. We are grateful to them all. With
their help the season was memorable.
We are (unless you wish to remain
anonymous) delighted to thank you
publicly in several ways.

Much progress has been made on
the restoration of the island in the
Serpentine. Funding for this project was
part of the payback for hosting Mastaba
on the lake in 2018 and was provided by
the Christo organisation. Nesting birds
had delayed the start of the work.
Trees and shrubs had become overgrown
and dense, the ground a mass of guano,
any grass long since grazed away and a
shallow pool silted up. Flocks of larger
breeds of water fowl had taken over.

Cleverly designed floating blocks of
growing reeds were restored around the
edges leaving tiny gaps for smaller birds
to slip through. The shallow pool too has
been restored and allows access from
the lake only to the special group. The
“hedges” are already attracting signs of
interest from new residents.
Some minimal maintenance and a regular
survey is all that is needed to retain this
delicate balance of life.

FLOWER FIENDS PARADISE
Once again the members and guests
of the Friends HPKG were treated to
a plant sale in the Hyde Park Super
Nursery. Thanks go to the manager Mike

We put on a selection of Jazz, Cuban
dance music, traditional colliery silver
band performers and this year we hope
to arrange a steel band. All the concerts
are toe- tappingly enjoyable.

A large and enthusiastic crowd turned
up on the day. Methods of transport
were ingenious and impressive including
many carrier bags which were going to
be wedged onto train luggage racks,
Uber taxis and the star which was
a mobility scooter with every inch
(including round the drivers feet) being
turned into a plant transporter.

CASTAWAY

Clearing of much of the overgrowth and
scrub and clever build of “hedges” from
the cuttings were designed to encourage
smaller birds, animals and insects. Some
larger trees were retained to discourage
larger thuggish varieties from flying in,
landing and taking over again.

This year there are four Sunday concerts
planned (previously three each year).

The Park really came alive on those
Sundays with crowds of visitors dancing,
picnicking and relaxing in deck chairs all
enjoying music which was free, open to
everybody and showed us just how the
Park should be.

Money raised from the sale of these
bargains will go to The Royal Parks
charity. We went home with a wonderful
planting week ahead of us and our
members’ gardens will be blossoming
even more beautifully.
We are looking forward to a summer
bedding sale in late June. Our cameras
will be at the ready again.

MORE MUSIC TO YOUR EARS
As the days lengthen we are preparing
for the third year of our promoted
concerts on the beautifully restored
bandstand in Hyde Park. With assistance
from Parks staff the Friends organise
and fund these concerts on Sundays in
August. This is the only month possible
as Hyde Park hosts major events here in
July and September.

Friends of Hyde Park
and Kensington Gardens
Old Police House, Hyde Park
London W2 2UH
contact@friendshpkg.org.uk
www.friendshpkg.org.uk
Donations either to the Friends
HP&KG to the address above or
directly to:
The Friends of Hyde Park and
Kensington Gardens
National Westminster Bank PLC
186 Brompton Road
London SW3 1HL
A/c No: 18151701
Sort Code: 60-04-04
Best wishes to all of you in SEBRA
from all of us who support your two
Royal Parks.

Sue Price
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Serpentine Galleries
neighbourhoods across London, before
returning to the Pavilion during the
summer. The Pavilion will also be a stage
for an array of events unfurling over the
summer months, from our live music and
performance season Park Nights, to our
Family Weekends.
Prior to the Pavilion opening, our Spring
exhibition programme offers a lens on
the wider world. From 4 March, the
Serpentine Gallery will be home to the
works of Beijing-based artist, Cao Fei.
Her first large-scale solo show in the UK,
the kaleidoscopic Blueprints transports
audiences directly to the urban
landscapes of China and beyond, using a
compelling and immersive combination
of film, photography, stop-motion and
Virtual Reality.

2

Cao Fei, Asia One, 2018, Video, 63’20”.
Courtesy the artist, Vitamin Creative Space and Sprüth Magers.

020 is a momentous year for
the Serpentine Galleries, as
we celebrate both our 50th
anniversary and the 20th
Summer Pavilion commission.

During the summer months, visitors
will be welcomed to Counterspace’s
graceful structure, built from sustainable
materials and featuring moveable
parts that will be displaced to different

Serpentine Pavilion 2020 designed by Counterspace, Design Render, Exterior View © Counterspace.
industry. Titled Cambio, Formafantasma’s
exhibition examines the environmental
impact of timber production and asks: can
we design better futures for everyone?
Summer sees a major survey of the work
of British-Ghanaian photographer James
Barnor. With a photographic career
spanning six decades and crossing two
continents, Barnor’s work documents
crucial social and political moments in
London and Accra. The exhibition will
be a grand display of Barnor’s genre-

crossing photography, using both
iconic images and those more recently
rediscovered.

walls of the Galleries, acting as a call to
action across the globe, and in our very
own neighbourhoods.

Finally, Summer will also inaugurate
one of the Serpentine’s most ambitious
projects to date, Back to Earth. This
group project, comprised of leading
artists, scientists, thinkers and musicians,
invites artists and audiences to respond
to our current moment of environmental
crisis. The multi-disciplinary and multiplatform project will extend beyond the

Throughout the Spring/Summer season,
we will have something for everyone
at the Serpentine Galleries. As always,
entry is free to all our exhibitions and to
the Pavilion.

We are also sharing the Serpentine’s
favourite moments from artists
and visitors on social media using
#SerpentineStories. We would be
delighted to see you and hope you will
come down for a visit some time soon.

Moments away at the Serpentine Sackler
Gallery is an exhibition from Italianborn, Amsterdam-based design duo
Formafantasma. With an exhibition
structure mirroring the rings of a tree
(within a gallery already nestled in
acres of greenery) the exhibition is a
deep exploration of the global timber

Serpentine Galleries
Spring/Summer 2020
Cao Fei: Blueprints

While the Galleries are certainly steeped
in history, rather than looking back we
have chosen to face forward, working
with artists to imagine new futures. Our
2020 exhibition programme season
features an array of exhibitions that
respond to important issues currently
facing our world.
Ecology lies at the heart of our mission,
and is interwoven throughout much of
our upcoming programme, including
the 2020 Pavilion. Following in the
rich tradition of temporary pavilions
gracing Kensington Gardens, created by
architects from to Zaha Hadid to Junya
Ishigami, this year South African practice
Counterspace, an all-female trio based
in Johannesburg, have been selected to
design the Pavilion.
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With events announced regularly, it is
well worth signing up to our newsletter:
serpentinegalleries.org/newsletter to
make sure you don’t miss anything!

Serpentine Gallery
4 March to 17 May 2020

Formafantasma: Cambio
Serpentine Sackler Gallery
4 March to 17 May 2020

James Barnor

Serpentine Sackler Gallery
2 June to 6 September 2020

Back to Earth
Serpentine Gallery
4 June to 6 September 2020

Formafantasma, Cambio – Serpentine Galleries, 2019. Thuenen Institute (Centre
of Competence). Hamburg, Germany, 2019. Photo Credit: Johanna Seelemann.

Serpentine 2020 Pavilion
James Barnor, Sick Hagemeyer shop assistant, Accra, c. 1971.

Kensington Gardens
11 June to 11 October
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complete the European Withdrawal
Bill, and as I write we have now entered
the transition period with a trade deal
needing to be negotiated with the EU in
just 11 months.

Karen Buck MP (Lab)
Westminster North

S

THE ELECTION DECADE

o we have now put the fourth
General Election in ten years
behind us and I am very grateful
to have been returned with a
healthy majority, albeit heading for what
will be 14 years in opposition.
And what a decade it has been for
elections! Four general elections, two
referendums, three Council elections,
two European elections and what is
about to be the 3rd Mayoral election
since 2010. Whether we are notably
better governed as a result of this
particularly intensive exercise of the
democratic process I will leave to others
to judge, but I can say that it hasn’t
exactly been a period of considered,
thoughtful legislation or policy making.
This is despite the fact that the scale
of challenges we face are, if not exactly
unprecedented, then severe. Good
things can be achieved at the local
level, for sure, but the fact remains that
responding to an ageing population,
navigating a post-Brexit future, stopping
runaway climate change, cleaning up our
toxic air, preventing global pandemics- all
require big solutions, long-term thinking
and international cooperation, and I am
not sure we are in quite the right place at
the moment.
Still, we do what we can. We emerged
out of the December election with
the Government having a mandate to
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Nothing is going to convince me that
leaving the EU is anything other than an
monumental act of self-harm, and I felt
desperately sad during the countdown
to 11 o’clock on 31 January, but this is
only the start of the next phase and we
have to fight on to ensure that our postBrexit future serves the interests of the
whole country.
On top of the economic uncertainty, I am
only too aware of the continuing anxiety
of many of our EU national residents
locally - as we have one of the largest
numbers in the country. Many people
have applied for and got Settled Status,
of course, but I know from my casework
that others are having problems and
my staff and I are doing what we can to
assist them. The Mayor of London also
has a useful information hub which is
well worth looking up for information
on checking eligibility, rules governing
children, advice agencies and so on:
www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/
eu-londoners-hub

CRIME LEVELS AND
POLICE FUNDING

L

ocally, crime concerns have been
rising, and the local police have
continued to be under a great
deal of pressure.

In addition to anti-social behaviour
around Queensway and Inverness
Terrace, robberies have also caused
considerable anxiety, although the police
made an arrest recently which followed
incidents in and around Bayswater.
Of course not long ago we had sixstrong Safer Neighbourhood Teams in
Bayswater and in Lancaster Gate and,
for a time, a dedicated team focusing
on Queensway, numbers are now
drastically depleted. Latest figures
show that, across the Country, police
numbers are up by around 2,800 from
their low point but this still means we
have between 17,000 and 18,000 fewer
than ten years ago so even though
recruitment is now on-going there is a
lot of ground to make up.
Sadiq Khan will be raising the Council
Tax precept again by the maximum
allowable in law, but as most of the Met
budget comes from the Government it
doesn’t fill the gap. The Police are also
having to respond to new patterns of
crime, such as rising levels of cybercrime/fraud, which wasn’t a feature of
the pre-digital age, so in addition to
responding to concerns about burglary
and serious youth violence resources
have to be spread more widely.
Because we know that we need to
invest in prevention measures as well
as policing, we were pleased to get an
allocation from the Young Londoners
Fund to support our much-depleted

The Police are "having to respond to new patterns of crime."

youth services, but here too we remain
way below the level of investment we
had a few years ago. Along with the
Justice department, local government
has been harder cut than any part
of the public sector in recent years,
despite the fact that residents put
issues like the state of the local
environment, community protection
and children’s services at the top of
their list of priorities. These tensions
are not going away.

EXCITING PLANS FOR
ST MARY'S HOSPITAL

I

managed to sneak a look at some of
the plans for the rebuilt St Mary’s
hospital just before the election
was called, and they do look very
exciting- and desperately needed, given
the state of the buildings there now!
The Imperial NHS trust have been
awarded some ‘seed’ money to help with
the development of the scheme, which
is very welcome given how many years
it has been under consideration, but the
actual re-building will be self-financed
out of land sales so Westminster’s
planners have a crucial role in deciding
whether to approve the overall scheme.
What we do know is that we can’t wait
much longer. We’ve already had ceilings
fall in and sewage leak through the
roof, so it is incredibly important that a
decision is made quickly. This in turn lies
with the Council’s planners.

I

SHORT-LETS

will be re-establishing the All Party
Parliamentary Group on Short-Lets
soon, having set it up last summer
to look at how to shape policy
towards this fast-growing sector of the
hospitality industry.
Two recent reports from London Councils
and the Association of Residential Letting
Agents confirm the sheer number of
former residential properties that are now
being turned over to Airbnb and similar
platforms, with regular breaches of the
legal rules. Across London, an estimated
1 in 50 properties are now short-let,
but the concentration is much greater in
inner London.
Not only are we losing desperately
needed homes to the hospitality
industry, short-lets can be a nightmare
for neighbours. No one is arguing
against owners letting a spare room, or
their home for a few weeks, but some
properties are being let year round, often
to the despair of those next door or
beneath them.

Housing, whether in the guise of short-lets
or a general shortage, remains a problem.

CONCERNS ABOUT
AIR QUALITY

O

ne of my other continuing
Parliamentary priorities for
this term will be air quality,
with new evidence piling
up about the damage our polluted
air is doing to health, and especially
children’s health.
Sadly, a report just published by Breath
UK, found that a great many parks
and sports facilities where people go
in order to get fit and healthy have
levels of air pollution in excess of World
Health Organisation guidelines, and
that includes facilities in Westminster.
On a more positive note, the Ultra
Low emission zone has resulted in
13,500 fewer polluting vehicles coming
into central London each day, and air
pollutants have decreased by up to 62%
as a result of the congestion charge
came in- both demonstrating that
public policy changes do matter and
can make a real difference. However,
we also do need a new Clean Air act
to set a national framework for action,
and this will be one of the steps I will be
campaigning for.

A

THE HOUSING SHORTAGE
s the affordable housing
shortage continues to impact
on Westminster, driving up
homelessness and overcrowding, and the associated bills for
temporary accommodation, it is very
disappointing to see Westminster
Council taking more much needed
Council flats to auction for sale,
including several in Bayswater.

They say these properties need a lot of
investment to get them up to scratch,
but the Council can’t guarantee that
the proceeds of sale will even be spent
in the borough. I helped persuade
Notting Hill Genesis to stop their
sales programme locally, as we need
to have a decent spread of affordable
homes across the city, not just on big
estates and in the outer suburbs, so it is
particularly galling to see Westminster
still doing the same thing.

A

OTHER LOCAL ISSUES
s usual, my small team of
casework assistants continues
to help me with individual
queries and problems.

These range from the noise nuisance
from the Whiteleys site to disputes
with private landlords, from planning
and parking to fly-tipping and dumping
to school places and the botched hike
in leisure facility charges in the New
Year, which had to be put on hold after
an outcry.
Obviously in the vast majority of cases
these are issues that I have to take up
with Westminster Council, a government
department or other agency, but my staff
and I do what we can to resolve them, so
do keep them coming.

Karen Buck MP (Lab)

Email:
buckk@parliament.uk
Tel:
020 8968 7999
Address: Karen Buck MP
House of Commons
London SW1A 0AA
Twitter: @KarenPBuckMP
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Westminster Community Contribution
for Council Tax Band H owners when
I first became Council Leader which
raised nearly £1m. So, there is clearly an
understanding and appetite for reform.

Nickie Aiken MP (Con)

Cities of London & Westminster

A

S this is my first SEBRA
NEWS W2 column as an
MP I would first like to take
this opportunity to say how
honoured and humbled I am to have
been elected to serve the people of
the Cities of London & Westminster.

During my first “term” in the Commons
I’ve asked Ministers several questions in
the Chamber and intervened in debates
on a range of issues including business
rates and police funding. I’ve also called
for greater local authority powers to deal
with short term lettings abuse, an issue
particularly pertinent to both the Cities
of London & Westminster.

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL DAY
I was honoured to sign the Holocaust
Educational Trust’s Book of Commitment,
pledging my support for to Holocaust
Memorial Day, honouring those who were
murdered during the Holocaust.

We really must tackle this issue once
and for all. We must have a register for
all short term landlords that is shared
across all platforms whether it is Airbnb,
Booking.com, Trip Advisor and the
plethora of other sites. We must also
ensure rogue landlords cannot just
tweak an address and post the same
property on. I would also like to see
more information given to those living
in blocks, Mews, Streets etc who can
have their lives blighted by neighbouring
properties turned into nothing more
than mini hotels. Those in blocks are
very much at the sharp end and may not
realise that their building and contents
insurance may be compromised if there
is an incident in a short term let flat
which could lead to any claim being void
by an insurance company whose policy
doesn’t recognise short term letting.

Since the election, I have also had to set
up a Parliamentary office. MPs are not
automatically allocated staff. They have
to employ staff themselves to support
their work. My office is now up and
running with staff in place. It is a very
busy office as you can imagine with us
receiving around 500 emails a day. We
do try to respond as quickly as possible.

I have hit the ground running and have
been very busy Parliament, ensuring the
constituency has a strong voice at the
heart of Government.
Signing the Holocaust Educational
Trust's Book of Commitment.

Macmillan Support, one of the
important issues I've been highlighting.

£20 - with the Bank of England’s chief
cashier, Sarah John, and the new £20
which was released on 20 February.
I made my maiden speech shortly after
recess and concentrated on the urgent
need for local government funding
reform. The current system is simply no
longer fit for purpose. I am completely
against any form of Mansion Tax that
the papers were speculating upon. I
would rather see Council Tax reformed
with extra higher bands added. You
will recall that I introduced a voluntary
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For those of you who use social media
you may have seen the many meetings
and Parliament “drop ins” that I have
taken part in to highlight a number
of very important issues. Whether it
is with a Womble to promote Keep
Britain Tidy to support for Macmillan
Nurses and the wide number of
apprenticeship schemes across my
constituency. As an MP I am fortunate
to be able to meet representatives
from a huge and varied number of
organisations to learn about their
important work and where appropriate
help support their policy initiatives.

et al route rather than the traditional
longer term 6/12 month tenancies. This
is because in places like Westminster
landlords can make so much more. This
activity in turn is creating a supply and
demand issue which has led to steep
rises in rents.

This year as we mark 75 years since
the liberation of Auschwitz and the
end of the Second World War, I
attended the Holocaust Memorial
Day ceremony at Central Hall. I was
also honoured to be a guest at the
Foreign and Commonwealth Office
reception to mark the anniversary. It
was chilling to listen to experiences
Auschwitz survivor, Eva Schloss, who
was sent to the camp aged 15 with her
parents and older brother. Only she
and her mother survived. Eva's words
were inspirational. They’ve furthered
my determination to continue to fight
all forms of racism, including antiSemitism, and prejudice.

CONTINUING THE BATTLE
AGAINST SHORT TERM
LETTING ABUSE

I believe managing agents must do
more to combat short term letting in
the blocks they are responsible for. I
hope as a member of the APPG on Short
Term Letting that my Labour colleague,
Karen Buck MP, set up I will be able to
influence this type of work to ensure the
right type of information is disseminated
to give those living with the horrendous
consequences of short term letting
abuse the knowledge and confidence to
stop it in their own blocks.

HELPING MORE ROUGH
SLEEPERS TURN THEIR LIVES
AROUND

T

ackling the causes of rough
sleeping and reducing the
numbers of those who find
themselves on the streets
remains my number one concern.

A

The Prime Minister has put it at the
top of his domestic agenda with the
Government launching its Rough
Sleeping Strategy in the Spring. I’ve
met with Ministers to lobby for a more
joined-up approach to rough sleeping
and made interventions during debates.

I persuaded London Councils’ to take
up the issue as it is seriously affecting
the overall private rented sector. Too
many landlords now chose the Airbnb

Given the complex issues faced by many
rough sleepers, more emphasis needs to
be placed on mental health and addiction
services for those people on the streets
to resolve the issue.

s you will be aware, as
Council Leader and before
that as Cabinet Member
for Public Protection I
campaigned to stop the ever growing
abuse of short term letting.

that counts. I want them to be take a
no nonsense approach to what some
may consider petty crime or anti-social
behaviour. I am a firm believer in zero
tolerance, the broken window approach
where the smallest misdemeanour
is tackled head on as it sends a clear
message to perpetrators. I fear the Met’s
high command has taken its eye off the
ball here and have chosen to concentrate
on serious violence.

I joined Petra Salva from St
Mungo’s (left) and Jenny Travasso,
from Westminster City Council’s
homelessness team at the St Mungo’s
Parliamentary Reception.
I’m also campaigning to repeal the 1824
Vagrancy Act and see the introduction of
new legislation responding to the modern
day causes of rough sleeping, aimed at
the preservation of life. I will report back
more on this over the coming months.

CAMPAIGNING FOR ZERO
TOLERANCE APPROACH TO
POLICING

I

obviously welcome the Government’s
recent announcement of funding for
an extra 20,000 police officers. For
the Met that means an extra £191m
which will mean more officers on our
streets, most of whom I understand,
are making their way from Hendon
directly to Westminster because of the
unparalleled training on the job they
receive with us!
I am of the opinion though that no
matter how many officers we have on
the street, it is what they are doing

Of course I think we must have a strong
and unwavering approach to robbery
and violent crime but if the police take
a no nonsense attitude to drug dealing
on our street corners, open drug taking
that we see far too frequently, as well as
begging and street drinking, then much
of the escalation to violence and the sad
increase in knife crime we are witnessing,
particularly among our young people,
may be reduced. They are connected. It
is an ongoing conversation I am having
with our Borough Commander as well
as Commissioner Dick and Deputy
Commissioner House.
I hold appointment-only surgeries on a
fortnightly basis – alternating between
Westminster and the City. You don’t
have to wait for an appointment to
receive help. If you have an issue or
concern that you would like to raise with
me please do get in touch.

TACKLING THE PROBLEM
OF THE PEDICABS!

I

know for many people living in
the SEBRA area that anti-social
behaviour from pedicabs is a very
real issue.

I am delighted to inform readers that
I plan to take a Private Member’s 10
Minute Bill through Parliament. These
Bills allow a backbencher to make a
speech in the Commons lasting up to
10 minutes. There can be an opposing
speech made. There is then a vote. If
unopposed it will go to a second reading.
More news on this in the next edition.
If you would like to get in touch my
contact details are shown below.

Nickie Aiken MP (Con)
Email:
Tel:
Address:
Twitter:
Instagram:
Facebook:

Nickie.Aiken.MP@parliament.uk
020 7219 4553

Nickie Aiken MP, House of Commons, London SW1A 0AA
@NickieAiken_MP
twocitiesnickie
fb.com/AikenNickie
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Social Affairs

The cold douche of reality to the
body politic is applied by John
Apter, Chairman of the Police
Federation, when he said, just
recently:
“The harsh reality is that policing
can no longer do all the things it
once could, with some local forces
struggling to respond to 999 calls
in timely manner.

Jack Gordon

I

n an article for the New
Statesman on 29 January 1993
Tony Blair made one of the most
famous utterances on crime in
Britain, when he was then shadow
Home Secretary, as he highlighted,
with a simple, straightforward
and enduring phrase, the link
between punishment and personal
responsibility.

Tough on Crime,
Tough on the
Causes of Crime

of criticism has surfaced on
the police’s serious failure to
investigate common offences
such as burglary and car theft.
The focal point of this seeming
inability by the police to pursue
criminals has been thrown up
in a report by Her Majesty’s
Inspectorate of Constabulary

"

down from 13.8 per cent in 201516. The proportion of victims
unwilling to support a prosecution
rose to 22.6 per cent from 13.2
per cent over the same period.
Voices have been raised amongst
politicians, and academics,
pointing to a crises in confidence
that seems to have been brewing

With the dictum “Tough on Crime
and Tough on the Causes of Crime”
Blair was able to articulate the
progressive idea that crime is
a problem that the individual
cannot necessarily combat alone,
indeed, crime demands that
communities work as cohesive
groups to fight it. Hence the Safer
Neighbourhood Panel that have
been established, and on one of
which I serve in Westbourne.
Yet, I noticed from an excellent
report, in a very recent edition
of the Times newspaper, another
fresh debate that has emerged
on crime. This time, a new wave

"

...the general public
is losing faith in
the justice system’s
ability to tackle
even the most
habitual forms
of offending.

"

Boris Johnson has promised to increase numbers
by 20,000. Photo: Andrew Parsons/i-images
Yet, the most troubling outcome
of this low resolution of crimes is
that the public expectations are
lowered in response, setting up
a vicious circle where crimes are
not, in the main, expected to be
solved and then, lo and behold,
as predicted they are not; thus
creating an entirely unacceptable
self-fulfilling prophecy.

"

"

Jack is Chair of the Westbourne Ward Safer
Neighbourhood Panel and a SEBRA committee member.

...overall a suspect
was charged in
7.8% per cent of
crimes recorded by
police in England
and Wales in the
year to March
2019, down from
13.8% in 2015-16.

"
For some types of crime, very few expect a criminal to be apprehended.
which contends that the general
public is losing faith in the justice
system’s ability to tackle even the
most habitual forms of offending.
Statistics suggest that for some
types of crime a suspect was
charged in less than four per cent
of cases.
Further data points to the fact
that, overall a suspect was
charged in 7.8 per cent of crimes
recorded by police in England and
Wales in the year to March 2019,
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for some time. Yet, according
to the report, this is the first
occasion that the inspectorate
of constabulary, which monitors
forces, has come down so
heavily on this highly-vexed and
contentious issue.
One of the reasons cited for this
woeful state of affairs is a lack of
experienced detectives, another
is the difficulties associated with
gathering relevant material in a
digital age.

How many of us who have been
the victim of crime, say burglary
or car theft, expect the criminals
to be apprehended, and the stolen
item or items returned?
The depressing answer is not
many, if anybody at all. The only
hope is that we might be able to
guard against it happening again.
Depressingly, the public have
realised, or rumbled, that when it
comes to minor crimes, which can
still be traumatic for the victim,
the police’s capacity to deal
adequately them is pretty slim, an
outside chance at best. Perhaps,
worse still, this incapacity to deal
with these types of incidents
mean that people throw their

collective hands up in resignation,
and just don’t bother to go
through, what they might regard,
as the pointless process of
reporting incidents involving
crime to the police.
And, that in itself has a knock on
effect when it comes to crime
figures because under-reporting
can suggest that “volume crime” is
lower than it is in reality, in turn,
providing a distorted picture of
crime levels.
Now, when it comes to more
serious offences, such as domestic
abuse and sexual assault, these
were becoming less likely to
support prosecutions, eroding
further the public’s confidence in
the police’s ability to effectively
investigate crimes and bring the
perpetrators to book.
Meanwhile, police officer numbers
fell from 141,000 in 2010 to
124,000 last September and
recorded crime in England and
Wales rose from 4.3 million to
5.7 million offences in the same
period. A correlation that is difficult
to miss, and for government
politicians to argue away.
However, on the credit side
Boris Johnson has promised to
increase police officer numbers by
20,000 over three years as part
of an effort to restore the Tory
reputation on law and order that
has been seriously dented, and
possibly soured the public’s long
term relationship with the police.
These new recruits will hopefully
balance the many that are leaving
the force, and, especially, raise up
the currently galling low levels of
crime resolution.

The postcode lottery of funding for
local forces is something we have
warned about and is likely to get
worse as the government pushes
more responsibility for raising
funds on to local taxpayers through
Council tax.”
He added: “The police service is
faced with tough decisions about
how to allocate limited resources
resulting in some crime types
becoming less of a priority. No
police officer is happy with this
situation; and some of those crimes
which are defined as ‘minor’ are
the ones which can be the most
impactive on the victim.”

"The harsh reality is that policing
can no longer do all the things it
once could have."
John Apter, Chairman of the
Police Federation.
The way forward is clear. In
areas where services are notably
lacking we should expect police
to take action and implement the
inspectorate’s recommendations
as a matter of urgency, nothing
less will do.
And, as a society, we should be
sure that our elected government
is tough on crime, tough on the
causes of crime, and tough on
the thorough investigation and
resolution of crime.
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J

A HAPPY SEBRA MEMBER
ohn, I would like to thank you
for chairing another excellent
year for SEBRA and also for
organising the regular issues of
SEBRA NEWS W2.
The magazine is very impressive and
credit should go to your editor. It offers
a well-documented record of many
important activities taking place in my
"Beloved Bayswater".

I

A CAMPAIGN WELL WON
t was good to meet John Zamit at the
Durbar Restaurant memorial wake
for Michael Bruce and to have the
opportunity to congratulate SEBRA
on the London Living Wage campaign.

Cleveland Square, W2

SCHOOLCHILDREN'S ART
BRIGHTENING REDAN PLACE

I

So in return for the further development
of the area we will lose some of the last
useful shops and services and be left
with a street full of pleasant restaurants
and scrappy tourist shops.

It was caught on CCTV and I have
shared the video with the police. I
cannot confirm if a crime occurred as the
tourists fled the scene immediately.
However this seems like a worrying
occurrence and thought it would be
worth sharing with SEBRA members.

Here's a little sketch I drew of a street
cleaner taking a well-earned break in
Leinster Square.

38 Gloucester Mews, W2

Leinster Square, W2

Susanah Mackay-James

Is there any way we could keep the
useful shops and services as well, or is
this too difficult to manage?

Simon Whittle

80 Queensway, W2

ENCOURAGING WORDS ON
WESTBOURNE GROVE

Editor's Note:
Teresa's letter inspired us to take a
closer look at the art which surrounds
the Whiteleys site. It was the work of
pupils from College Park School, Hallfield
School and St Mary of the Angels
Catholic School.
An information board describes works
as "Celebrating Creativity in the Local
Community" and we couldn't agree more.
They brighten it up considerably but I
fear this artwork goes largely unseen
except by the few motorists who drive
through Redan Place, too fast to take
a proper look which needs to be
done at walking pace.
Shown here are three examples,
each of which is beautifully drawn
and really captures the subject.
My favourite is probably the
Shard drawing, with the dramatic
sky framing this particular London
landmark so well.

Teresa Stokes

Orsett Terrace, W2
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M

y partner witnessed three
men trying to shake down
two tourists by pretending
to be police officers outside
of our property in Gloucester Mews.

Mark Hodges

would urge readers if they are in
the vicinity of Whiteleys to take a
walk along Redan Place at the back
of the building site, where forty
delightful posters designed by local
school children have been placed on
the hoarding.

I understand that "snail mail" is no longer
very fashionable but businesses do
still regularly need to send hard copy
documents via registered post and this
means I will now have to walk to the
small post office in Notting Hill every
time I need to do this.

IMPERSONATION
OF POLICE OFFICERS

We welcome your letters on any subject that might be of interest to the readers of SEBRA NEWS W2.
Send your contributions to: editor@sebra.org.uk or by post to John Zamit, Chairman (address on page 2).
Note that contributions may be subject to minor editorial changes. Please include your full contact details.
The writer of the "Star Letter" in each edition will be presented with six bottles of wine.

I

understand that the proposed
development on Queensway from
Boots down to the old Library may
be going ahead.

Whilst I have no doubt this will do
wonders for local property prices, it does
mean that we will lose two chemists, one
with a 24 hour pharmacy, a branch of
Tesco and the Post Office.

Mike Exton

Your Letters

CAN WE KEEP QUEENSWAY'S
USEFUL SHOPS?

Thus the cover for issue 98 of SEBRA
NEWS W2 was born, with additional
coverage on page 15. We really do
encourage members to take a look.

W

estbourne Grove is
coming back to life after
a couple of years of
unoccupied shops and
in anticipation of the regeneration of
Queensway.
There are new cafes, restaurants and a
fitness brand opened on the Grove. It is
wonderful to see the buzz back. We are
missing some greenery on the street - a
few more trees perhaps?

Westbourne Grove is "Coming back to life"
though delivery scooters remain a problem.

The food delivery scooters zipping
around "The Grove" and side streets,
parked all along Westbourne Grove
in clusters - is a real nuisance to the
neighbourhood.
We must address this growing tribe of
delivery scooters and the danger they pose
to pedestrians, cyclists and motorists. This
is not exclusive to Westbourne Grove, it's
London wide issue. However Westbourne
Grove is quite narrow for a high street and
makes it dangerous.

S. Semlani

Hereford Mews, W2
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I

am writing to thank you for an
excellent AGM in November, in a
large part because of the excellent
raffle, in which I was lucky enough to
win a prize!
Getting the large hamper home was a bit
of a challenge (see attached photo) but
we got there in the end. Other than that
it was an informative and slightly unusual
AGM, complete with a somewhat
unexpected SEBRAMAN. I look forward
to returning next year.

About SEBRA

Andrew Beverley
Bathurst Mews, W2

THE POWER OF SEBRA AND
OUR MEMBERS

T

hank you SEBRA and Nicky
(Hessenberg) for highlighting
what has truly been an eyesore
in Westbourne Park Villas for a
very long time (Previous edition, page 4).
I live close to the location and just
couldn't believe that a building site could
be left in such an unpleasant state in an
otherwise lovely neighbourhood.

After the article was published the
owners promptly painted the site
hoarding. It looks a lot better now.
One of the retail units of this derelict site
was a very popular community cafe and
restaurant named "Gusto".
Sadly, when it closed I and many
neighbours lost a local meeting point.

A Neighbour

Westbourne Park Villas, W2

S

outh East Bayswater Residents’ Association (SEBRA)
is recognised by Westminster City Council as an official
amenities association and enjoys great influence in the
borough of Westminster.

SEBRA is consulted by WCC on local planning applications as
well as traffic and licensing. Our fields of interest encompass:
Protecting the environment, traffic and transport, cycling, refuse
and recycling, planning and licensing, crime prevention and
community affairs.
We host a large garden party every summer which provides a
wonderful opportunity for us to engage with our members.
It’s also a great way for members to meet each other and to
interact with our MPs, Westminster City Councillors and officers.
SEBRA holds a well-attended AGM every Autumn, which as well
as dealing with official business, is a very sociable occasion.

We are a founding member of PRACT (Paddington Residents’
Active Concern on Transport), which is comprised of:
SEBRA, Bayswater Residents’ Association, Hyde Park Estate
Association and the Paddington Waterways and Maida Vale
Society.
SEBRA NEWS W2 is the official magazine of the South East
Bayswater Residents’ Association and is published three times
per annum: Spring, Summer and Autumn.
The magazine represents a compilation of opinions from across
the local community and is published and distributed to all its
members, across Westminster City Council and further afield.
We continue to invite local residents, businesses, and
the broader community to become SEBRA members and
contribute to SEBRA NEWS W2.

APPLICATION TO JOIN SEBRA - SOUTH EAST BAYSWATER RESIDENTS’ ASSOCIATION
Membership is open to individuals, households and organisations, residents' associations and businesses.
Please complete in BLOCK CAPITALS. Please delete as applicable.
I / We / My organisation would like to apply for Standard / Concession / Residents' Association / Business
Your name: Mr / Mrs / Miss / Ms / Other 		

________________________________________________________

Spouse/Partner: Mr / Mrs / Miss / Ms / Other

________________________________________________________

Or name of organisation / business:		

________________________________________________________

Address:

________________________________________________________________________________________

Post Code:

______________Telephone: ___________________________ Mobile: ____________________________

E-mail: _____________________________________________________
(From time to time SEBRA sends information to members by e-mail).

Data protection: Please tick here [ ] if you AGREE to SEBRA recording your details electronically.
(No information you give us will be shared with any other organisation).

NEXT EDITION: The Summer 2020 edition of SEBRA NEWS W2 is due to be published on Friday 12 June 2020.
The LAST date for contributions is Friday 15 May 2020.
DISCLAIMER:

The views expressed in this publication are those of the writer and are not necessarily those of SEBRA, its 		
Officers, its Committee Members. (Editorial control is the responsibility of SEBRA Chairman John Zamit).

COPYRIGHT:

All content Copyright © 2019 - The South East Bayswater Residents’ Association.

Signature ________________________________________ Date ______/_____/______
Annual Subscription. Please tick: Standard £10 [ ] Concession £5 [ ] Residents’ Association or Business £25 [ ]
Additional Donation £ ________ (Donations are gratefully received).
I /We enclose a cheque/cash for £ ________ Please make cheques payable to ‘SEBRA’ and return this form to:
John Zamit, Chairman, SEBRA, 2 Claremont Court, Queensway, London W2 5HX
Telephone: 020 7727 6104 Mobile: 074 3825 8201 E-mail: chairman@sebra.org.uk
Payment can also be made by Bank Transfer: NatWest Bank - Account No: 77020699 Sort Code: 60-85-05
Another way to pay or donate is via PayPal. Please email chairman@sebra.org.uk for details.
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GENERAL INFORMATION:

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP:

Contact:

Concessions:
£5.00
Standard:
£10.00
Business:
£25.00
Residents' Associations:
£25.00
Email:
membership@sebra.org.uk

John Zamit, Chairman

Phone:

020 7727 6104

Mobile:

074 3825 8201

Email:

chairman@sebra.org.uk

Address: 2 Claremont Court,
Queensway, London
W2 5HX

DONATIONS ALWAYS WELCOME
An application form to join SEBRA
can be found on the opposite page.
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